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Proceedings
Foreword

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, it is my pleasure to welcome you to Hohenheim, Stuttgart for the 2nd International eHealth Symposium which is themed “Process of change in organisations through eHealth”. Starting with the inaugural event in 2009, which took place in Turku, Finland, we want to implement a tradition of international eHealth symposia. The presentations and associated papers in this proceedings give a current and representative outline of technical options, application potentials, usability, acceptance and potential for optimization in health care by ICT.

We are pleased to present a high-quality program. This year we convey a unique opportunity for academic researchers and industry practitioners to report their state-of-the-art research findings in the domain of eHealth. The symposium aims to foster the international community by gathering experts from various countries such as Australia, Great Britain, Finland and Germany. A first step is done by this symposium which considers this interaction and delivers an insight into current advances made and open research questions.

The organizers would like to take the opportunity to thank all the people which made the Symposium possible. We are pleased if both attendance to the 2nd International eHealth Symposium 2010 and reading of this proceedings give you answers to urging questions, a basis for critical discussions, references on interesting tasks and stimulations for new approaches.

Hohenheim, June 2010

Stefan Kirn
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Abstract
Innovative AutoID technologies such as Radio Frequency Identification RFID have proven to be a key enabler of sustainable process improvements. Hospitals increasingly adopt these technologies to optimize especially logistic processes for cost-effectiveness, quality and safety. Inventory management, temperature monitoring of blood bags and patient identification are typical use cases. This paper describes the development of a smart object network based on a wireless sensor network. It represents an energy efficient, low-radiation communication platform upon which multiple disparate pro-active clinical services can be built. OPAL Health is currently under evaluation at the operating room and intensive care unit of the University Hospital in Erlangen.

1. Introduction

Because of the ever increasing financial pressure, legal obligations of documentation and competition in the healthcare market, hospitals need to optimize their work processes and utilization of resources to increase efficiency and cost-effectiveness while maintaining high quality care. Innovative information technologies can enable and support further optimization of processes. In particular, automated identification technologies (AutoID), such as barcodes and radio frequency identification (RFID), can improve the readiness, workflow, and safety in patient treatment and medication (Egan & Sandberg, 2007). In addition, AutoID technologies aim at synchronizing material and information flows, avoiding manual notation or keyboard data entry.

As of today, various Auto-ID and localisation technologies are available already proving their value in application domains like consumer logistics or production control. They do so by identifying and tracking objects which supports the monitoring and optimization of processes (Want, 2006). In this respect smart object technologies like radio frequency identification (RFID) and real time locating systems (RTLS) are established technologies in these domains. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) (Akyildiz, Su, Sankarasubramaniam, & Cayirci, 2002) merge these technologies and take them even a step further creating ubiquitous, self-organizing networks of intelligent objects actively monitoring their environment.

But most smart object products of today are specially designed for or focus on one application. In addition, many technologies require pulling the information from a label or tag. A generic, pro-active solution which can be easily adapted to new services is missing. To develop and deploy an active, generic and flexible solution for clinical logistical services based on a wireless sensor
network is the aim of the OPAL Health project (optimized and safe processes by mobile and intelligent monitoring and localization of assets and inventory in hospitals). The benefits of a generic technology platform based on a wireless sensor network will be shown in two disparate scenarios: asset management of mobile medical devices (real-time location) and transfusion safety (temperature surveillance, patient identification).

There are medical and business benefits to motivate especially these scenarios. The Scenario “asset management” was chosen, because searching for (mobile) medical devices may require up to 30 minutes of each working shift and up to 10% of the inventory – disappears – annually (Glabman, 2004). The scenario “transfusion safety” was chosen, because cooling chains must be unbroken to prevent deterioration of the blood (Kim, et al., 2006), and the recipient must clearly be identified to give the right blood to the right patient, which is number one failure in adverse events (W. H. Dzik, 2007).

The project entered its last phase, the deployment in the clinical environment, which covers tracking, identification and monitoring of more than 500 objects. Until the end of the year, sufficient data will be gathered to evaluate the readiness of the sensor network technology in real life and to estimate the economical and safety benefits.

The paper is outlined as follows: After a short view on the technological background, the approach taken in OPAL Health is explained in terms of the underlying hardware and the overall system including its integration into the hospital IT. The discussion formulates open issues. We conclude by demanding further research in integrating various AutoID technologies and organisational aspects into an integrated vision.

2. Background

For many years, barcodes have been used on wristbands, packages and documents to identify patients, drugs, lab samples and charts. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) – prevalent in retail logistics – uses radio waves to identify objects and to communicate data with so called tags or transponders (Egan & Sandberg, 2007). In contrast to barcodes, RFID does not need a line of sight working even through tissues.

RFID technology is categorized in two main types: active and passive. Passive RFID tags need an external source of energy (reader) to be activated and transmit data (Wessel, 2006), limiting them in their communication range. Furthermore, the energy required to activate and read a tag may interfere with medical equipment (van der Togt, et al., 2008). In contrast, active RFID tags have a built-in battery and can actively send data, but still have to be activated by an external reader.

Sensor networks (Akyildiz, et al., 2002) use active transponders for the unsolicited exchange information through a network of tags to reach a destination (multi-hop), thus using much less sending power than even active RFID (Sedlmayr, et al., 2009). They can be combined with different types of sensors to allow monitoring of environmental conditions. By combining a tag with sensors and actors thus enabling it to participate in its surrounding we call it a smart tag. And by pairing smart tags with real life objects such as mobile medical devices, blood bags and patients, the objects become “smart”, i.e. a smart object.

The number of reports on using smart object technologies in clinical settings clearly demonstrate the broad applicability of the technology (Vilamovska, et al., 2008). Four enabling functions have been identified as beneficial in healthcare applications: tracking, identification and authentication, automatic data collection and transfer, and sensing. They are applied in four key healthcare applications: patient safety and quality of care, management of devices and supplies, pharmaceutical application, and management and support of patients and healthcare providers.

For example, the cooling chain of blood bags can be proven by active sensors continuously monitoring the temperature and even pro-actively alarm in case of exceedance (W. H. Dzik, 2007).
RFID is also a viable alternative in the bedside matching process for bar codes, which are susceptible to dirt and wrinkles (Sandler, Langeberg, Carty, & Dohnalek, 2006). Stationary RFID readers may even be built into OR tables to match the RFID-wristband of a patient with a blood bag tag (S. Dzik, 2007).

The increasing number of RFID related patents in the healthcare domain is an indicator for the interest and development of smart object technologies and applications (Illustration 1, data for 2009 not complete). Assuming a temporal offset of the patent and the actual product, many new applications can be expected in the next years.

3. **OPAL Health Approach**

3.1. **Wireless Sensor Network Technology**

The OPAL smart tag consists of a small embedded microcontroller, a wireless transceiver, an antenna and different sensors and actuators equipment. The layout is based on the S3 hardware reference design by Fraunhofer IIS (Fraunhofer-Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS, 2009a), but has been extended towards a flexible clinical communication platform. The microcontroller executes the wireless MAC- and networking protocol, the drivers for the sensors and actuators including signal processing and all local services (such as matching algorithms). The wireless transceiver is used to transmit user and signalling information between nodes.

While the sensors and actuators are different for each target application scenario and sensor tag, the basic hardware remains the same among all types of tags, i.e. in OPAL: a device tag submitting its position, a blood bag tag to measure the temperature and to match it with a patient tag identifying a patient. Each of these mobile tags mainly varies in software configuration and the surrounding cases (square-cut for devices, soft edges and a wrist band for patients). Additionally so-called anchor nodes are installed at fixed positions as basic infrastructure to support the positioning of nodes and routing of messages. Gateway nodes allow access to the smart object network on an IP-level and IP-WSN crossover.

The software on each sensor node is based on the s-net protocol (Fraunhofer-Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS, 2009b), which offers a platform for the implementation of application specific smart object network solutions. The main areas of application of S3 are advanced distributed metering systems, tracking of assets and persons, condition monitoring and wirelessly connected smart...
processing systems. The main reasons for using a dedicated sensor network protocol instead of other solutions such as WiFi or ZigBee (Baronti, et al., 2007) are:

- **Ultra low power operation for a long operation time of nodes**: The nodes need to operate at least two years without maintenance (battery) to follow the existing duty cycles of medical devices.
- **Robust ad hoc networking to reduce maintenance and support mobility**: Especially in an OR setting where huge amounts of metal affect radio signal dispersion (see also multi hop).
- **Multi hop communication allows for large scale installations in an energy efficient manner**: The low power transmission required by using multi-hop instead to bridge larger distances also reduces the potential interference with medical equipment.
- **Support for customization and different parameter sets to adapt the protocol to different application requirements.**

Illustration 2: Mobile tags (blood bag and patient wristband on the left) and a stationary anchor tag

One problem arises when tagging mobile medical devices is caused by the sheer size of the tag. While larger ventilators offer ample space to glue a tag on the back, modern and very small infusion pumps within a rack offer no free space at all. Therefore on the one hand, a compromise between using a generic – and thus cheap – case design versus a device-specific – and thus expensive one- has to be found. On the other hand, it is already clear, that without support from vendors a solution for tagging will be impossible.

### 3.2. System Architecture and Hospital Integration

Any new communication technology will only come to its full potential when being seamlessly integrated into clinical legacy systems. On the one hand, data about devices and other material (e.g. inventory numbers patient case identifiers, maintenance intervals) are required to initialize the object tags used for monitoring and identifying patients and objects. On the other hand, the network generates a wealth of important information on e.g. locations (tracking), usage (identification) and
sensor readings (monitoring) which should be fed back into clinical systems. OPAL uses a service-oriented approach for flexible integration into the clinical IT-landscape.

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture and modules of the OPAL system. Each of the components will be described briefly in the following:

- The wireless sensor network: The sensor nodes package an antenna, a battery, a microprocessor, sensors (temperature, movement) and actors (LED, buzzer) in a small case to be attached to devices, blood bags and patients. Wall mounted beacon nodes serve as gateways to the clinical network.
- The integration platform is used to manage the wireless sensor network. It collects data from the sensors and communicates the information such as position or matching data with the clinical communication server.
- The communication server in the hospital is the central hub in clinical data communications. The university hospital is using JavaCAPS/eGate (Wentz, Kraska, Knispel, & Prokosch, 2005) as enterprise information bus for reliable message routing and delivery. OPAL uses the server for binding the modules as well as for interacting with other clinical applications.
- Clinical information sources (legacy systems, departmental systems from various vendors) are already used to manage patient data, assets and blood bags. Each of the systems has to be interfaced to exchange the data required to initialize the sensor tags.
• The OPAL database logs all events of the sensor network such as position, temperature, matching and pairing. It also caches object data from clinical sources such as inventory numbers. Services around the database interpret the events and trigger functions, e.g. alerting staff in case of the exceedance of a threshold.

• The frontend is a set of web pages usable on stationary and mobile devices by end users to interact with the OPAL system. It is possible to search for devices, look for the most current location, request information about blood bags and assign tags to each of these objects.

• Inventory optimization is an optional module to calculate the optimum number and distribution of medical devices according to supplies, stocks and needs. The module can generate transport requests early to balance stocks preventing local overstocks and ultimately reduction of overall investments.

• Retracement of blood bags refers to an external module which contributes to the audit of the transfusion practice. At distinct steps in the process, a documentation set is sent to a central server which will hold a gapless documentation of blood bags from the donor to the recipient.

The OPAL database services need to exchange information such as inventory numbers, patient case numbers and blood bag data with various legacy and departmental systems. Hence, interfaces to the corresponding applications have been built using SAP-BAPI connections (device data), HL7 messages (patient data) and direct database access (blood bag data).

The system is implemented using a service oriented architecture based on public standards. Each module provides its functions as a web-service (Newcomer, 2002) defined in the web-service description language (WSDL). The data has been specified in an XML schema and is sent via the communication server using SOAP messages. Using standards for communication will facilitate the scalability and transferability of the OPAL system. The mediation and caching of object data in a central OPAL database will compensate for different or missing legacy systems.

The data scheme used stores all sensor network generated events such as position events, temperature events and matching events. The logic to detect broken cold chains or unexpected movement of devices is calculated based on the event data. Information about alarming events such as missing tags, false matching events and the like is escalated through email and via DECT-based SMS (specific to the University Hospital Erlangen).
4. Discussion

RFID technology has started its way into the hospital market due to its superiority to barcodes; wireless sensor networks even go beyond this by enabling pro-active services. But both are still in their infancy in clinical use with little empirical research (Tzeng, Chen, & Pai, 2008). Hence, there is hardly any experience which could guide developers yet alone managers in developing and introducing it in the clinical daily routine besides promising case studies (Vilamovska, et al., 2008). Among the barriers is the direct cost of the technology which can sum up to half a million dollars per site (Page, 2007) while the return of investment is unclear; case reports of specific projects however indicate a three year breakeven point (Nagy, et al., 2006; Vilamovska, et al., 2008). This is why OPAL smart tags have been designed to be used without modification in various clinical scenarios, thus lowering the per-unit cost due to mass-production while distributing cost among more benefits as more services can be built upon the same platform.

The advantages of having recent and complete data may even lead to new services and business opportunities: sharing of devices between wards will be facilitated and in future companies might manage the stocks on behalf of wards. In addition, the pairing of devices with patients and documenting operating times enables use-oriented billing. OPAL Health has developed simulators to calculate indicators for alternative asset management strategies indicating a 15% benefit (reduction of number of devices = cost). However, these promises still have to be validated.

The number of stakeholders involved in the processes might arise as a problem when balancing interests, especially in not centrally managed hospitals. For example, if the blood bank is tagging blood bags to increase patient safety, the receiving wards have to invest personnel time on handling the tags without having immediate benefits. Disposal of the tags might be performed by an independent service company which also has no direct benefit in removing (un-pairing) and returning the tags. Illustration 5 shows the involved parties during blood transfusion, the blood bank (BB), the anesthesiology (AN) and the transport service (KSG) which is a commercial building management and service company.

Privacy and security problems as well as resentments of staff and patients against wireless sensors transmitting sensitive data have to be solved (the perception however is country-specific). OPAL has been designed from ground up taking possible risks into account. A thorough security analysis has been conducted to ensure that the most important and effective countermeasures are met. For example only the minimum of information avoiding any patient identifying data is being stored or

Illustration 5: Actors involved in the process of blood bag management (simplified)
communicated between tags. The involvement of end users during the design process has further helped to assure the acceptance of the system.

A major problem is the rapid development of the technology. New generations of better, cheaper and more powerful sensor chips become available. Within the first year of the project, the price calculated for one tag dropped by almost 30% while the processor capacity increased by 400%. A new chip integrating microprocessor and transceiver will be introduced by Texas Instruments this year. Unfortunately, security features such as strong communication encryption still have to be developed “on the chip” as they are too expensive in computing power and battery life today hampering the processing and storing of sensitive data on the tag. Battery life is still a limiting factor, challenging the design of the hardware itself as well as the communication protocol to balance between duty and rest cycles. Therefore it is necessary to effectively minimize the amount of sensitive and identifying data within the sensor network. Only the case number of a patient or the inventory number of a device has to be transferred on a tag to identify the attached object. Even that can be circumvented by using pseudonyms. However, a wireless sensor network offers decentralized processing power which lies idle as for now due to security and power consumption reasons.

An open issue is the case design of the tags. Tagging dozens of different devices from different vendors revealed as a challenge. It conflicts with using large quantities of generic case designs (cost). It is already clear however, that without support from vendors a solution for tagging will be impossible (e.g. tagging small syringe pumps without free space in a tight rack).

The service oriented approach based on web standards has helped to easily integrate the OPAL system into the clinical IT landscape and to adapt it to various data sources. It further scales well towards customized and new kinds of services in other scenarios.

5. Conclusion

OPAL Health has developed a generic communication platform for clinical use. Based on the same hardware, completely different scenarios have been built and are currently under evaluation at the University Hospital Erlangen. Operating 300 tags for asset management and 230 for transfusion safety make OPAL one of the largest sensor network installations in the world. From a technology point of view, wireless sensor networks are ready to be used in clinical applications. A thorough business evaluation based on a stakeholder analysis and other means such as balanced scorecard are on the way.

But as more and more AutoID technologies become vital elements of everyday processes, new questions arise from a user’s perspective requiring further investigation beyond economic interests:

- The broad variety makes it hard to integrate solutions of different technologies and different vendors. The struggle for interoperability is important so that the solutions add up to a synergetic melting pot rather than a fragile agglomeration. This includes cross-topics such as security and safety as well as usability (how do all these technologies fit together?).
- The novelty of the technologies, often still being under development, hinders their adoption. While some positive case reports indicate success in the related trialed examples, the transferability on other houses or even countries cannot yet be proven. In addition, cross-organizational topics such as blood bag management requires the commitment of many stakeholder of which only some have an immediate benefit while others only have to invest efforts.

There is a need for standardization and proven interoperability, not only for one product, but among all AutoID technologies within the health sector. We strongly believe that technology enables better and more (cost-) effective processes. However, to realize the full potential, innovative processes and organization will be required.
Acknowledgement: This research was funded in part by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology under the SimoBIT program (FKZ 01MB07017).
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1. E-Health

The multidisciplinary nature of E-Health has resulted in a plethora of definitions focussing on one or more of the following themes: information and technology technologies (ICTs), process-driven activities and people-focussed dimensions. These three aspects are also the essential components of contemporary Knowledge Management (KM) which results from the intersection of people, process and technology [1,2]. As with KM, when discussing people-centric issues, there is inevitable cross-over with process and technology issues as all three of these concepts are inextricably linked.

In essence, E-Health has at its core the intent to effectively share health information by way of technology. The term E-Health “…characterizes not only a technical development, but also a state-of-mind, a way of thinking, an attitude, and a commitment for networked, global thinking, to improve health care locally, regionally, and worldwide by using information and communication technology” [3]. Due to the potentially wide definitions of the term, the NHS Service Delivery and Organisation (SDO) Programme has funded mapping projects to understand the field. Literature review articles have identified the range of E-Health definitions used worldwide [4,5]. Even though these definitions address a wide array of areas within healthcare, the benefits of E-Health are universally accepted and include:

- supporting the delivery of care tailored to individual patients
- improving transparency and accountability of care processes
- facilitating shared care across boundaries
- patient-centric care delivery
- aiding evidence-based practice and error reduction
- improving diagnostic accuracy and treatment appropriateness
- improving access to effective healthcare by reducing barriers created (physical location or disability)
- facilitating patient empowerment for self-care and health decision making
- improving cost-efficiency by streamlining processes, reducing waiting times and waste [6].
Much of the current E-Health literature focuses on the role of technology. Whilst technology is integral to the success of E-Health initiatives, we must also understand the importance of process and people. This paper will focus on the people issue and will provide an overview of key concepts. Brief case studies will be presented which illustrate how people-centric activities are central to E-Health success.

1.1. Examples of people-based issues in E-Health

1.1.1. Social Networks

In its simplest form, a social network is a structure comprised of several nodes (entities which could be companies, institutions or people) which are interconnected according to varying dependencies and interdependencies. These could include common interest, value, linkages and so forth. Given the myriad of different possibilities, the resulting visualization can often be very complex. Social Network Analysis (SNA) examines these relationships as linkages (ties) between nodes (the actors within the network). The social networks (and contacts) combine to form social capital, considered to be of vital importance for communities and individuals [7].

The fact that relationships matter is a key concept within social capital theory [8]. As interactions allow people to create communities and a sense of belonging, the rich experience of a trustworthy social network can produce great advantages to the individuals within the social network. The “trustworthiness” of the network is essential as trust between individuals (known persons within the network) has broader implications for people outside the network (strangers) with whom interactions (face-to-face) would eventually take place [9]. Without this essential interaction, trust breaks down causing major social problems. The NHS Faculty of Health Informatics has conducted special training sessions for its staff on social networking tools [10]. These training sessions were aimed at educating their staff on the various facets of social networking and to apply them for effective collaboration within NHS. Such networking tools increase the efficacy of delivering healthcare and also ensure that the people delivering them can actually enjoy doing their jobs [10].

The proliferation of web-based social networking includes recent phenomena such as wikis, blogging, chat, instant messaging, file sharing, file exchange, video and contact management. The “social” aspect (the ability for individual users within the trustworthy environment to “tag” important documents and items - thus saving valuable time for other interested users) has key advantages for contemporary organizations. When this is combined with opinion and fact-finding from individuals, these comment-based contributions can combine to provide the basis for a useful Community of Practice (CoP).

1.1.2. Community of Practice

The term “Communities of Practice” (CoP) refers to a network of people, working on the same or similar areas, coming together (either physically or virtually) to share and develop their collective knowledge [11]. The intention is that this would benefit themselves as individuals as well as the organization. Engagement in CoPs may be viewed as a way in which the individual helps establish his or her own identity and this identity relates to processes of change. CoPs may be within a subject discipline, or they may be within an application area that involves people from a variety of subject disciplines. Wenger explains practice as meaning - an experience which is of interest located in a process referred to as the negotiation of meaning. This negotiation requires active participation defined as “...the social experience of living in the world in terms of membership in social communities and active involvement in social enterprises ... it can involve all kinds of relations, conflictual as well as harmonious, intimate as well as political, competitive as well as cooperative” [11].
A schematic may help to explain the concepts. Figure 1 below depicts the “KARMAH Starwheel”, a representation of a Community of Practice created and facilitated by the Knowledge Management for Healthcare (KARMAH) research subgroup (working under BIOCORE) at Coventry University, UK. Essentially, as the group’s interests match those of KM within the healthcare environ, the span of knowledge is widespread, depicted by five distinct avenues: OB (Organizational Behaviour, including change management, strategy, ICTs, clinical governance), CI (Clinical Informatics and Engineering, including AI, cybernetics, expert systems), ET (Education and Training, including HRM, work study, industry-academic interfaces), PS (Privacy and Security, including technical, legal, ethical and organizational aspects), DM (Data Mining, including algorithms, knowledge discovery, genomic mining).

![Figure 1: Example of a Community of Practice](image)

Having recognized that the nature of Healthcare KM is such that a blend of key skills is required to achieve true progress in this rapidly evolving area, the “Starwheel” depicts the group’s strategy for efficient sharing and debate of current knowledge in the field. The schematic shows how participants, with expertise and competencies in the given areas (e.g., OB, CI etc) can bring key ideas to a central repository (the centre of the star) from which other members can draw/amend/add before returning back to the centre for final refinement. At the same time, members are free to interact by moving directly across the wheel. In this manner, it is envisaged that this will lead to an increased and rapid level of publication and/or collaborative projects for all active participants. This is a useful example of a multidisciplinary Community of Practice.

1.1.3. Organisational Development and Mess Management

Organisation Development (OD) refers to long term programme, led and supported by top management, to improve an organisation’s visioning, empowerment, learning, and problem-solving processes, through an ongoing, collaborative management of the organisation’s culture. There is special emphasis on the culture of intact work teams and other team configurations, particularly on the consultant-facilitator role and the theory and technology of applied behavioural science, including action research [12]. The approach: (1) emphasises goals and processes with emphasis on processes, (2) deals with change over medium and long-term, (3) is about people and recognises their worth, (4) involves the organisation as a whole as well as its parts and (5) emphasises the concept of a change agent/facilitator.

Some organisational scenarios, by the nature of their complexity and particular characteristics – such as E-Health, require a soft rather than a hard systems approach to change. The philosophy, value orientation and theoretical underpinnings of Organisation Development (OD) as a generalised
example of soft systems models for change are ideally suited to E-Health initiatives. Factors such as power bases, organisational culture, leadership styles and changes in the organisation’s environment can make organisational change a lot more complex and emotionally charged (or “messy”) than traditional models of change can adequately deal with.

The traditional (hard systems) model of change is not likely to be effective for E-Health scenarios as the nature of the presented (and multidisciplinary) problems are defined differently by different stakeholders. E-Health systems are therefore inherently complex and quantitative criteria cannot always readily be agreed upon. Work by Ackoff [13] on “Mess Management” concludes that the issues involved with such complex scenarios should be “dissolved” (or “idealised”). This would involve three broad stages: (1) changing the nature of the problem context (or system) so as to remove the problem, (2) development-orientation (and therefore keen to improve the quality of organisational life for self and others), (3) redesign of the systems at various levels of the organisation in order to dissolve the problem.

2. Populomics

The healthcare domain not only provides challenging opportunities for managing knowledge but also is one of the areas where it is often most poorly understood and deployed. This predicament is slowly being addressed as more and more KM-focussed projects are initiated and healthcare professionals (and other stakeholders) with better understanding of KM are being involved. More family and community residents are becoming “caregivers” and “care providers”. This shift is enhancing the impact of social, behavioural, community and economic realities on their therapeutic regimens and provider relationships. In short, the social and behavioural sciences, which traditionally had not been considered within the domain of healthcare, are increasingly recognized as fundamentally linked to illness, health and healthcare outcomes [14] while the need for an integrated approach to health research and healthcare is gaining appreciation, thinking across disciplinary lines can be challenging.

The growing realization of healthcare disparities is forcing clinical researchers to think about disease causation not only among individual patients, but also across entire groups or populations of people. Among patients who have vastly differing cultural beliefs and practices, diets, educational or literacy levels and socioeconomic resources, clinical practitioners and researchers developing interventions that ignore these sociocultural realities may struggle to demonstrate or maintain therapeutic efficacy across increasingly multicultural populations of patients. Focussing on electronic health care records, a growing number of patients want both access and control of their own information, large employers are exploring new methods to improve employee (and beneficiary) health while reducing healthcare costs and leading technology companies are anxious to offer an effective technology solution.

Increasingly, scientific evidence suggests that disease causation results from complex interactions of social, environmental, behavioural and biologic factors which simultaneously and often cooperatively act across more than one level of existence over time [15]. Thus a comprehensive understanding of health and disease requires the integration of knowledge derived from the bench, sociobehavioral and population sciences. Most historic and contemporary conceptual models of health though, have often been derived either from the socio-behavioural sciences or the biomolecular sciences. With the exception of those pathways based on stress (neuro-immunological) mechanisms, the published frameworks in the behavioural sciences and epidemiological literature largely lack clearly stated, causal biologic connections to observed health outcomes [16-20]. On the other hand, most biologically oriented formulations poorly account for socio-environmental and behav-
Journal effect modifiers that may profoundly influence the pathogenesis of disease and the development of health disparities [21-24].

Populomics represents a new comprehensive way of studying health problems and crafting health solutions. It is being advocated by some officials at the National Institutes of Health as a new science that should be supported as the population level equivalent of genomics, which may lead to quantum leaps forward in understanding health challenges and developing new effective therapies and treatments [25]. The three case studies illustrate how KM and knowledge-based initiatives such as Populomics can be used to create powerful health outcomes.

Both Populomics and the people-centric theories described earlier can be applied to E-Health cases as they embody organisational processes that seek a synergistic combination of data and information processing capacity of information technologies, and the creative and innovative capacity of human beings. We now present three case studies which illustrate the importance of human expertise as part of their E-Health focus.

2.1. Case exemplar #1: Breast Screening

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women with over forty thousand women being diagnosed with the disease each year in the UK [26]. Any information related to the breast can largely affect a woman’s consciousness and a threat of breast cancer will have varying impacts on women psychology. Typically breast cancerous cells originate in the mammary glands (lobules) or in the ducts connected to these glands or in other tissues around these glands [27]. When in close proximity to the lymphatic system, these cells can result in being carried to other organs of the body. This subsequently results in cancerous growth in that organ and is described as metastatic breast cancer [27]. Although many causes had been identified for breast cancer, the knowledge of finding a cure is still not within the reach of modern medicine.

Breast cancer should ideally be diagnosed at the earlier stages of its development. Possible treatments include removing or destroying the cancer cells to avoid the spread of the affected cells. Breast Self Examination (BSE) is an effective and non-intrusive type of self diagnosis exercise for checking any abnormalities/lumps in the breast tissue. Unfortunately this greatly depends on the size of the lump, technique and experience in carrying out a self examination by the woman. An ultrasound test using sound waves can be used to detect lumps but this is usually suited for women aged below thirty-five owing to the higher density of breast tissue [27]. Having a tissue biopsy via a fine needle aspiration or an excision is often used to test the cells for cancer. These tests are mostly employed in treatments or post-treatment examination and as second rung diagnostic confirmation methods. Performing a Computed Tomography (CT) or a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan would result in a thorough examination of the breast tissue but this technique is not favoured due to reasons including that it may not be economical, needs preparation, noisy, time consuming and images may not be clear.

2.1.1. Human dimensions of this case

The objective of this work was to identify the challenges which are being faced by the UK NHS’ national breast screening programme and find approaches to alleviate these impediments and eventually reduce mortality due to breast cancer. When the algorithm is executed, the resulting knowledge can be shared with the GPs (with whom the women are registered) can initiate personally interventions. Such interventions can educate the non-attending women and clarify their attitudes and beliefs – this can only occur by way of human interaction (ie. doctor and patient). The expected outcome is that the women commits to a positive informed decision, which would culminate in at-
tending the screening appointment. This work not only confirms that breast screening attendance can be predicted through an automated software solution, but also can be leveraged to increase screening attendance by employing emerging KM tools and techniques. This research work draws its strength from such KM tools and techniques. This work is also one such initiative addressing the NHS’ breast screening attendance through efficient KM methodologies. A 25% success in GP interventions will result in saving more than 350 women’s lives per year.

2.2. Case exemplar #2: Maternity Services

At its conception in 1948, the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) held three core principles: (a) to meet the health care needs of everyone, (b) free at the point of delivery and (c) based on clinical need, and not the ability to pay. The aim was to create an uniform service combining all hospitals under one central system with the ideal that healthcare should be available to all regardless of wealth status. Sixty years on, the NHS is relatively uniform but with significant inequalities in service and quality of care with access to treatment. This case will examine some of the various KM issues induced by the introduction of ICTs into the NHS with a particular focus on Maternity Services.

Maternity Services were not particularly affected by various changes in policy and NHS maternity care is given without charge at the point of delivery. However, in comparison to other European countries, the UK Government has contributed approximately 1-1.5 per cent less to healthcare on an annual basis. This has been a contributory factor in the inadequacies of healthcare provided by the NHS today [34]. The NHS organization consists of multiple layers of health service providers each responsible for the procurement of their own IT systems. This has led to a vast amount of systems that have not been introduced in a coherent approach, therefore integration and sharing of information between providers and across the services has not been efficient or effective. In order to increase efficiency, effectiveness, equity and reduce risk, particularly at the point of care, The National Programme for Information and Technology (NPfIT) was introduced in 2002. Connecting for Health (CfH) is the Government agency responsible for the implementation of NPfIT. It is the largest civil technology program undertaken and is intended to unite separate NHS organizations. This is a centrally driven mandate.

2.2.1. Proposed changes within Maternity Services

Current NHS reforms aim ‘to develop a patient led NHS that uses available resources as effectively and fairly as possible to promote health, reduce health inequalities and deliver the best and safest healthcare’ [38]. Maternity organizations must therefore supply accessible, efficient, quality care. Services should provide care that is women focused considering individual needs of health status, culture, religion, social needs and disabilities. High quality, efficient Maternity Services are essential in contributing the attainment of the Department of Health’s Public Service Agreement (PSA) targets [39]. In relation to Maternity Services, the PSA targets include: (a) reduction by 10% of health inequalities, measurable by infant mortality and life expectancy at birth, (b) a substantial reduction of mortality rates, (c) reduce by 1% per annum women who smoke in pregnancy, (d) reducing the under 18 year old conception rate and (e) increase breastfeeding rates by 2% per annum.

In addition, the Department of Health produced the Maternity Standard, National Service Framework (NSF) for Children Young People and Maternity Services (2004) identified as best practice guidance. The NSF is based on a care pathway approach which place value on women-focused care rather than meeting the needs of the service. In doing so, an emphasis is placed on evidenced-based procedures and guidelines representing a method for continuous quality improvement. Maternity care pathways will provide a system through which services will be integrated between primary, secondary and social services to provide comparable high quality effective clinical care.
The large scale and constituents of the work force will have a major impact of change within the NHS. In comparison to other countries the UK has a lower number of health care professional per population [35]. Recruitment and retention of staff in some services, particularly midwifery, create significant difficulties and can seriously effect patient care. The NHS Plan proposes new ways of working to reduce professional barriers resulting in a more flexible workforce between staff groups. In addition, it aims to increase the amount of skilled workforce. Nurse Practitioners/Midwives could assume 20 per cent of doctor’s work, whilst Health Care Assistants (HCAs) could perform duties of the Nurse/Midwife workload. This skill mix change would increase the workforce capacity. However significant investment in IT would reduce administration time allowing increased time providing patient care.

The aim is to electronically connect all 50 million plus patient records, allowing access by patients and health professionals in over 30,000 General Practitioners (GP) Practices and 300 hospitals. It was envisaged that during an incremental period of ten years, NPfIT will bring modern computer systems into the NHS changing the way the NHS works to improve patient care and services. However, the formation of a single demographic database gives rise to many concerns. In particular, how this information will be used, by whom and how patient confidentiality and security will be maintained are common themes amongst those resistant to a national database. Many patients and clinicians are concerned that the system is not secure [36]. A number of clinicians are sceptical of the need for integrated records via a national database, as systems already exist for locality data sharing between relevant GP’s and hospitals ‘without the need to leave a copy of the information on the nationally accessible database’ [37]. In order to satisfy patient concerns and control access, the consequence of illegal misuse of data from the databases may require greater legal penalties than the current financial ones.

2.2.2. Human dimensions of this case: patient expectations

Patients today are better informed with access to better information regarding treatment, management and prevention of illness and diseases. Patients have rights to informed consent but also demand informed choice of type and place of their care. Healthcare does not meet patient expectations particularly regarding access of care and waiting times for treatment. In addition, the health service is not yet sufficiently patient-centred; the Wanless Report included survey evidence showing that patients commonly feel that they have insufficient involvement in decisions, there is not one to talk to about anxieties and concerns, tests and treatment are not clearly explained with insufficient written information provided. A survey by the Department of Health in 2005 observed that women using NHS Maternity Services would have preferred more choice in type of care and place of delivery. Certain geographical locations have experienced an increase in European migrants which has had an impact on Maternity Services, particularly with language difficulties. For local Trusts there are cost implications involving translators and written forms of communications that are not met centrally. With widening access to current maternity health care information, for example via the internet, the general public are more assertive and better informed to demand change within Maternity Services.

2.3. Case exemplar #3: Effective Humanitarian Aid

Several countries within the EU have become robust in the area of E-Health, combining challenging research and educational activities with active development work involving industry and healthcare professionals. State-of-the art E-Health applications, electronic patient records and secure broadband networks will improve the quality of delivered healthcare services equally regardless of distance between the healthcare provider and the patient.
Ongoing work, led by a consortium of EU-based partners (the UK, Finland and Germany), has the ability to generate new, innovative, and user-friendly E-Health applications, monitoring and diagnostic devices to support the distribution of health care in a new holistic way. One of the specific regional characteristics of the Finnish partners in this consortium is the sparsely populated population in a large geographical area. This aspect, in conjunction with increasing healthcare costs and the growing problem of healthcare professionals emigrating, creates a conflict between the legislation which defines equal healthcare services to all citizens. It has led to a situation, where healthcare policy makers, researchers and healthcare professionals have been compelled to deliver healthcare services in new, even radical, methods.

This case examines the efficacy of a secure, usable and effective clinical information network for the advancement development of a suitable grid methodology to support humanitarian aid work. The hypothesis of the work is based on the conception that special healthcare services can be provided equally to developing countries alike in industrial countries. By utilizing new information and communication technology it is possible to distribute and deliver the best knowledge available provided by different specialists acting in the healthcare sector. This proposed approach can be seen as a generic model for the existing phenomena to provide humanitarian aid. Medical imaging has been chosen as a specific special healthcare sector in order to validate the new service model. The work aims to provide proven evidence of the best ways for humanitarian aid organizations to utilize grid methods to support the operative work. This research aims to generate well defined and theoretically proven methods and guidelines to utilize GRID method in supporting humanitarian aid work. The objectives are to coordinate and support research activities in order to establish a secure infrastructure-based service. This service would ultimately aim to:

- overcome the lack of qualified healthcare specialists
- establish trustworthy cross-border data transmission
- improve patient treatment and optimize existing healthcare resources
- use existing healthcare resources for humanitarian aid purposes
- provide a powerful tool for the development of expert databases relating to specific disease areas particularly for rare disorders, where clinical data sharing will expand and enhance knowledge relating to diagnosis and treatment

The chief outcome from research will be an increase in the quality and efficiency of humanitarian healthcare delivery through the secure outsourcing (and resource balancing) of clinical data. Other outcomes include the definition and dissemination of the necessary organizational and technological changes required to deliver these improvements, with a view to continually extending the technology to include an increasing range of clinical applications. These outcomes are envisaged in order to provide a high profile focus that can bring together the various multidisciplinary aspects of work.

2.3.1. Human dimensions of this case

The results would also raise the profile of new ways of working for people and organisations in the field of humanitarian aid and inform the end users of issues concerning secure, cross-border and cross-cultural, transfer of clinical knowledge. This would bring interdisciplinary expertise to bear upon key and fundamental issues as well as developing a deeper understanding of human decision-making for effective humanitarian aid

3. Conclusion
Our current work includes additional research continuing to investigate the human dimensions of the three cases. For all of the given case studies, the knowledge created is useful for contemporary E-Health. The outcomes leverage the health knowledge created in order to share it with the health-care deliverers to alleviate the particular predicaments faced, be they increasing uptake of breast screening, fostering better access to maternity services or fostering better humanitarian aid. Such work has direct synergies with the central component of Populomics, one of the key aims of which is to reduce disparities and inequalities. Although the role and importance of E-Health for the three provided case scenarios are central to their success, their focus on large patient communities empowers Populomics to add its inherent value to the case studies. Socio-behavioural factors and community-wide risk profiles can be integrated into the existing knowledge-based initiatives as, in combination, Populomics and E-Health can come together to produce a powerful focus for current and future, patient-focussed, practice. We encourage researchers in similar fields to include Populomics into relevant E-Health studies.
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Abstract
Innovative technologies like RFID offer new opportunities for hospitals to improve clinical processes and quality. However, introducing innovations in the field of information technology (IT) differs from other IT projects. Implementations often seem to be motivated by a bandwagon effect, which is a dangerous attitude especially in life-critical processes in the healthcare sector. This article describes learnings from comparative case studies about the introduction of RFID technology for patient tracking in hospitals.

1. Why RFID projects are compelling for healthcare

New information technologies usually offer new, innovative opportunities for businesses. Using the example of hospitals, innovative clinical processes can improve medical quality and thus save lives. In addition to the improvement of medical processing, information technology promises to solve economic challenges like process redesign or data handling.

Although there is hardly any doubt about the generation of competitive advantages from IT investments, it is still a complex and crucial question for managers whether and when to innovate with IT (Swanson and Ramiller 2004). Many organizations do not have either the competence or the motivation to make such decisions in an appropriate manner. They often couple decisions on IT investments to the behavior of other institutions. Such behavior can often be observed in practical IT cases, and can be characterized as "jumping on the band-wagon" phenomenon (Abrahamson 1991).

By showing "bandwagon" or "me too" behavior, institutions tend to copy innovative behavior or success stories from others. This should be regarded as commonplace and unsurprising. For many institutions it is an insolvable challenge to determine their specific needs for IT innovations. They are not capable to fully adopt innovations to the particular circum-stances of the organization itself. Following some widely touted "best practice" they try to avoid mistakes in a field, which they largely not understand (Swanson and Ramiller 2004). This is potentially more dangerous in healthcare than in other fields, because mistakes are usually fatal.

In particular, hospitals are high reliability organizations (HROs) (Weick and Sutcliffe 2001) where the scale of consequences prohibits learning by experimentation. HROs, like hospitals and other
healthcare organizations operate in an environment in which it is easy to make mistakes and where errors normally come along with fatal consequences. Learning by experimentation is intolerable and thus organizational mindfulness should be a basic requirement.

However, just staying away from new technology is not an option either. On the one hand, a growing concern for cost-effective processes in hospitals is a main driver for a successful adaptation of information technology in many areas. On the other hand, the particular capabilities and resources of the innovative organization help to develop competitive advantages. In the following section, we discuss that issue with the use case of RFID-supported patient logistics.

2. Supporting Patient Logistics with IT

In classical information systems, a centralized scheduler using allocation rules creates an optimized appointment plan; however, due to the high dynamics of the hospital environment, the appointments have to be constantly adapted. This way scheduling becomes a continuous, never-ending process. Especially in life-crucial environments, as in hospitals, any hold-ups can have severe consequences. This chapter addresses a flexible real-time reaction to hold-ups. Scheduling patient logistics can be regarded as an ill-structured task, since it requires the assessment of treatment priorities and the allocation of resources, e.g. doctors’ time and availability. Unforeseeable hold-ups due to emergencies, delayed patients and varying treatment times prevent a complete advance mapping of the entire tasks and thereby a reliable planning of individual treatment schedules.

Various planning goals compete with one another. A minimum throughput time of patients and a maximum allocation of resources cannot be simultaneously optimized. Different scheduling mechanisms work in parallel. Outpatients are summoned to prefixed appointments; emergency patients always lead to a real-time adaptation of whatever schedule exists at that point in time and inpatients are summoned from the wards in the event of under-allocated resources. All three scheduling types have in common that, for treatment, patients need resources in the form of a doctor and diverse medical equipment.

However, even when only a limited number of auxiliary conditions are observed, this is an NP-hard problem due to the exponential number of alternate solution paths (Garey and Johnson 1979). The non-observance of dependencies on other appointments, the full utilization of the resources and the aims of the actors would create further disruptions in a ‘domino effect’ and thereby lead to a generally less efficient coordination result. Because the requirements and general conditions in a hospital are not precisely known in advance, uncertainty is inherent in the system and makes exact planning almost impossible. Job-shop scheduling using deterministic data cannot be applied, as hospital processes cannot assume having a given quantity of orders, production facilities and constant processing time.

Radio Frequency Identification Technology (RFID) proposes some solution to this problem, by allowing consistently and continuously tracking and locating actors in the hospital environment. RFID-tagged resources are a rather simple technology, consisting of RFID transponders (tags) and RFID readers. While readers have a fixed location within a building, tags identify individual actors and must be with their particular actor at all times. Since tags are very small, they could be embedded in identification badges for medical staff or in wrist-bands for patients. Often, the technical configuration mostly comprises RFID readers on door frames and RFID tags on all movable resources, whose change in location can be recorded in the physical world and transmitted to the information system. The resources generate a data stream when they pass through the doors,
which yield location information through pre-processing in the receiver process and logical interconnection with the previous location.

The main goal is to allocate all resources in the hospital in a near optimal manner, in order to reduce waiting times for patients and idle times for medical staff and (potentially expensive) equipment. In addition, RFID allows for further benefits, such as secure identification of patients to avoid application of mixed up medications. Even if a complex, realtime scheduling information system is the final goal, applying RFID wristbands for patients, just for identification, is a valuable first step with its own business case. Already in this simple use case, physical hospital procedures can be supported by providing a constant up-to-date picture of the locations of hospital resources and actors. It is not surprising that RFID wristbands have been one of the main innovation ideas of introducing the “Internet of Things” into the hospital environment.

In the “Internet of Things”, we thus divide the application scenario into the physical world and its information system model, the logical world as seen in Figure 1. The physical world encompasses the concrete, tangible hospital environment, which is occupied by patients, physicians and other hospital staff. Parameters of the physical world, such as the location of a resource, the current task of a physician and the waiting time of a patient are sensed by information technology and modelled using digital data structures of the logical world. The projection of the physical world generates a logical mirror image, which is closer to reality the more often the projection is made – preferably in real time (Hohl et al. 2004). At the same time, the complex real world data is retrieved in digitalized form – the mirror image is always a simplified model. The logical mirror image enables hold-ups and alternative treatment paths to be identified and is the precondition for further flexible reactions.

It becomes clear that the “Internet of Things” is more a vision than a concrete, procurable piece of software. At the same time, it should be clear that this vision could be something that is useful for hospitals and other healthcare facilities in the long run. The question is then, under what prerequisites and conditions would a healthcare institution “buy” this vision and start implementing RFID wristbands – and under which conditions would it abstain from doing so, be contempt with its running processes and rely on “never change a running system”? In general: how can innovative information technology find its way into hospitals?

3. A framework for innovating healthcare institutions

We use a model from process research (Soh and Markus 1995) as a foundation to derive a theoretical framework, and to develop propositions to explain the impact of the “Internet of Things” on clinical processes.
In their work, Soh and Markus developed a process model by joining different research approaches. Their goal was to explain causes and effects between IT investments and the resulting benefit for the company. This benefit is defined as "improved organizational performance" for the organization. It comprises the benefit from changing one or more processes – the source of the benefit are thus not external market return figures, but the increased performance within the company.

In this paper, we use that concept as a theoretical framework for an explorative analysis of the impact of RFID systems of hospital processes. Our goal is to investigate which influences are dominant, and which are moderators. A particular question is the differences that arise from the original concept of Soh and Markus, when applied to hospitals as High Reliability Organizations.

The total model is a synthesis of three individual process models. The Conversion Process discusses the implementation of information technology; the Use Process looks at the successful (or not) usage of the technology within the organization; and the Competitive Process, which points at the changes in the competitive position of the organization in its external market. These three process build upon each other and form a cumulative model that depicts cause-and-effect-relations from the investment decision until the generation of lasting profit for the organization. To achieve a successful result in total, all single processes have to be organized accordingly. In practice, many innovation processes in hospitals fail – this is due to a multitude of limiting factors and conditions.

The focus of the Competitive process is on the organization in its competitive market environment. With regard to hospitals, this would require to define a customer side (individual patients, or independent health practitioners who admit patients to hospitals), however, this is on the one hand very specific for the different regional healthcare systems, on the other hand is RFID an information technology that works foremost on the internal processes. According to Hitt and Brynjolfsson (1996), the relation between competitive market position and investments in information technology is less than clear anyway.

So, for the remainder of the paper, we will abstain from discussing the competitive process further and concentrate of the proceeding parts of the Soh/Markus model, the internal process of the hospital. The business value of the Conversion process is based on these changed internal processes anyway. If their performance can be influenced by using RFID, even without looking at the competition between hospitals this very change gives us information about the effects of using RFID. In total, the changed innovation process model is given in Figure 3. In addition, we also want to look at complementary and contextual influences, for example the technology acceptance and the influence of the work satisfaction of hospital staff and patients on the process performance.
4. Results from explorative case studies

Our information comes from experts who knew about implementation and use of the analyzed solutions. In total, we have looked at about 20 RFID wristband projects in the German-speaking countries, and sampled information about ca. 60 RFID projects worldwide. The experts were physicians and nurses (users), system developers and technology manufacturers (supplier), hospital managers and administrative staff (customers). In addition, we considered patients’ experiences (technological users), because of the service character of the healthcare service, patient’s cooperation is a necessary prerequisite for the successful use of the technology. Based on this expert survey (by telephone and personal interviews in the second half of 2009), a general analysis and interpretation of the results were done.

The result shows that RFID solutions could only partly fulfill the high expectations in the hospitals, so that the judgment of the earnings becomes ambivalent. On the one hand, the hospitals were capable of implementing and running the planned IT systems. On the other hand, however, it was not possible to demonstrate economic efficiency. In addition, during implementation and use many new problems arose, so that we could identify relevant factors and influences on the process performance that were not accounted for earlier. We will briefly sketch those “lessons learned” here.

One of the most important factors is still the usability of the IT systems. Criticized by many, the necessary identification link between RFID tag and patient could not be guaranteed for the whole duration of the treatment process. In all systems, sometimes due to technical restrictions, but very often due to incorrect handling on the side of the hospital staff, some degree of uncertainty cumulated over time of the process. If the identification of the patient cannot be assured and needs to be re-checked by offline measures, the business case of the technology is clearly at stake.

Material costs are another issue, particularly when comparing RFID to e.g. barcode printed on paper. The tag (and reader) costs had not decreased so fast as promised, so that at the end of the duration of the projects under investigation, there still was no positive business case.

Common to all wireless computing projects, unclear results concerning electromagnetic interference with other medical equipment contributes to mixed conclusions. After a report by the University of Amsterdam that raised doubts, several systems had been proactively de-installed. The non-existence of technological standards and commonly accepted frequency bands currently allows
only for beacon or research projects. The problem is not so much a technological one, but refers directly to the High Reliability Organization (HRO) status of a hospital; the hospitals need proof that the technology is risk free. This could be achieved by extensive testing leading to document electromagnetic compatibility certificates by ISO, IEEE and other standard bodies – however, this process needs time and financial resources.

Installation of RFID in hospitals was another issue, as it requires domain-specific knowledge. In most projects, the technology provider comes from other industry sectors, such as automotive or logistics. Because of the high individuality and flexibility of hospital processes, established concepts from other application domains can fail even for superficially simple functions. Technology providers should thus be capable to provide flexible systems which can adapt to a rapidly changing environment (e.g. medical emergencies) and react to process changes that nobody could have predicted. According to our research, the existing IT systems cannot match these requirements by far.

The primary recipient suffering from negative effects by mindless innovation is the end user, both the patient, but also the hospital staff. In hospitals individual healthcare services are defined under great mental stress of the employees. If they are unconfident, frustrated and confused by the new technology, it is hard to imagine that they will totally adopt it. Unclear communication between hospital administration and hospital staff in combination with ambivalent information about RFID in the public media is a major influence for possible non-acceptance by staff members. Fearing absolute transparency of staff work times and 100% tracking of personal activities throughout the day created a bigger problem than expected. This requires a common understanding of clinical and non-clinical staff, and hospital managers about the usefulness of the technology and the reasons for its introduction to the hospital environment.

Contrary to earlier expectations, patient satisfaction was not an issue in the projects analyzed. Being positive towards a new technology is not a patient issue, but seems to be linked with the preceding factor. If the hospital staff is technologically open-minded, this feeling is transferable to the patient. The particular point in time is the patient education phase at the very beginning of the treatment. In this phase, the patient is brought into contact with RFID wristbands for the first time, and the hospital staff explains their use and utility. A negative technological attitude by the hospital staff transfers here as well as a positive one.

Summarizing, currently only those hospitals should consider introducing RFID which already have intensive knowledge about their process and a running integrated hospital information system, favorably implementing an electronic health record. In this environment, RFID technology can unfold its potential at best, as long as the still high investment and operation costs can be justified.
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Designing an intelligent risk detection framework using knowledge discovery techniques to improve efficiency and accuracy of healthcare care decision making
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Abstract
As we enter into the next decade of the 21st century it becomes even more important for all organizations to maximize their knowledge assets. One industry that must pay great attention to this if it is ever going to stem the ever increasing costs and provide superior patient centric care is the healthcare industry. To date a noted laggard with respect to embracing key tools and techniques of the knowledge economy the following serves to outline the important role for the application of knowledge discovery techniques to improve efficiency and accuracy of healthcare decision making.

1. Introduction

Effective decision making is vital in all healthcare activities. While this decision making is typically complex and unstructured, it requires the decision maker to gather multi-spectral data and information in order to make an effective choice when faced with numerous options. Unstructured decision making in dynamic and complex environments is challenging and in almost every situation the decision maker is undoubtedly faced with information inferiority. The need for germane knowledge, pertinent information and relevant data are critical and hence the value of harnessing knowledge and embracing the tools, techniques, technologies and tactics of knowledge management are essential to ensuring efficiency and efficacy in the decision making process. The systematic approach and application of knowledge management (KM) principles and tools can provide the necessary foundation for improving the decision making processes in healthcare. A combination of Boyd’s OODA Loop (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) and the Intelligence Continuum provide an integrated, systematic and dynamic model for ensuring that the healthcare decision maker is always provided with the appropriate and necessary knowledge elements that will help to ensure that the healthcare decision making process outcomes are optimized for maximal patient benefit. The example of the orthopaedic operating room processes will illustrate the application of the integrated model to support effective decision making in the clinical environment.

2. Background

As the population ages, an increasing number of people will experience debilitating degenerative arthritis of the knee and hip joint. In degenerative arthritis, the articular, gliding surface of the joint becomes worn and exposes the underlying bone of the joint. This is a painful condition for which

\footnote{Part of this study was funded by an IBM grant awarded to Wickramasinghe and Schaffer and we are grateful to the IBM Center for the Business of Government for funding our research.}
patients seek medical care to decrease their pain and increase their functional status. In fact, the number of persons age 65 or older is expected to double between the year 2000 and the year 2040 (US Census Bureau, 2008). One of the most successful procedures in the treatment of knee and hip arthritis is to replace the worn surfaces with the metal and plastic components of a hip or knee joint replacement. This procedure is completed in a hospital’s operating room; the patient stays in hospital for a few days to start their recovery and is then discharged to home or a rehabilitation facility for further rehabilitation. Within the next twenty years, domestic demand for joint replacements is expected to increase by 174% for hips and 673% for knees (Kurts et al., 2007). The demands on the healthcare system for effective decision making in this patient population will be staggering.

3. Challenges

Once the patient’s arthritis is end-stage and the articular cartilage is worn away, patients with painful degenerative arthritis will seek the expertise of an orthopaedic surgeon. Replacement of the degenerative surfaces of the hip and knee joint has become one of healthcare’s most successful procedures in terms of providing the patient with pain relief and improved function. These operations are performed by the surgeon in a hospital in which the surgeon has been credentialed and has privileges to admit their patients and perform operations in which the surgeon has expertise. As the population requiring medical care increases, hospitals worldwide are being challenged to provide sufficient resources, including operating rooms, for these patients. These is also more pressure on the hospitals to decrease their cost structure in the face of increasing volumes while the introduction of newer medical technology, including new and presumably more advanced implants complicates the situation.

Patient preparation for a hip or knee replacement is dependant on their surgeon’s evaluation and treatment plan as well as the preoperative evaluation by anesthesia providers. In many cases, a medical evaluation is also needed to ensure that the operative procedure is done in the safest manner possible. Ensuring that patients are optimally prepared for the day of surgery is critical to keeping both the surgeon’s schedule and an operating room schedule accurate and optimal and not affected by the late cancellations that lead to lost opportunity costs. Additionally, the healthcare system must provide sufficient hospital resources so that patients can efficiently move from the operating room to the recovery room to their nursing floor bed and then to either a rehabilitation hospital bed or home with the provision of home care services such as physical therapy.

The entire process can initially be represented by three distinct phases: preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative (figure 1). Each of these phases is dependant on a previous state or event and the capture of the data from that previous state is important to the optimization of the next phase. Many surgeons focus their practice on joint replacement surgery and will attest that their methods and procedures don’t change significantly from operation to operation. While this statement may be disputed to some extent by the operating room personnel, every joint replacement follows a very similar pattern of events. The surgeon’s performance of a joint replacement is fairly similar across hundreds of procedures but the most significant difference between each of the operations is the substrate changes, i.e. each patient is different. Successful execution of the processes in the operating room are dependent on the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative processes that comprise the spectrum of orthopaedic care.
4. Stakeholders and Objectives

The process stream begins with a patient experiencing pain and decreased function sufficient to present with their complaints to an orthopedic surgeon. Once the decision is made to proceed with the procedure, the patient is scheduled for the necessary preoperative evaluations and the surgery is scheduled at the hospital. The surgeon will also indicate their preference for a specific implant system and the hospital will ensure that those implants and the instruments used for their insertion are present for the surgery. In further preparation for the day of surgery, the sterilization and supply teams at the hospital are charged with assembling all of the necessary materials, the operating room nursing team sets up the sterile instruments and equipment and the operating room and the anesthesia team is tasked with providing the patient with a pain-free operative experience. The surgeon and their assistants then can complete the operative procedure as scheduled. The postoperative recovery room nursing team provides the next step in the process by helping the patient recover from the operative episode. Then the patient will go to the most appropriate nursing floor to start their recuperation with the assistance of the nursing team, the physical and occupational therapists, the surgical team and when necessary, various medical consultants. Once specific surgeon and institutional milestones have been reached, the patient is discharged to a rehabilitation nursing facility or to home where further physical therapy is provided. In all over 250 people and over 435 individual processes are involved with a single patient’s operative procedure (Choi et al., 2007). Each entity, hospital and surgeon’s office has specific fixed and variable expenses that are greatly influenced by every process in the patient’s care.

5. Technology

Hip and knee implants are undergoing a constant state of innovation and improved technology. While the benefits of these purported improvements are not always proven in a stringent or conclusive examination, the implant companies are under immense pressure to improve their market share and their profitability. As technologic advances in implants evolve in the marketplace, the implant companies are challenged to maintain pricing levels that provide the desired financial margins. As with all products, as the time from initial introduction increases, the products are seen as a commodity and the downward pricing pressures increase. In many cases, the hospital bears the increased costs of the new technology that the surgeons want to use while the margins of the implant companies increase. In the last 10 years, additional developments in implant insertion methodologies have included computerized navigation systems, newer instrument sets, new bearing surfaces and newer imaging based custom insertion instrument development. While direct to consumer marketing efforts have attempted to influence and pressure the surgeon’s behavior through the demands of the
consumer, the market has not been significantly influenced (Schaffer et al., 2008). Additionally, the value of these newer technologies has not yet been conclusively demonstrated. Many hospitals are also involved in the implementation of electronic medical records systems to document and make available for dissemination the details of the care processes through nursing and physician notes and provide clinical decision support and computerized order entry processes. Hospital supply chain management and human resource teams have also been implementing electronic systems to improve the scheduling of personnel and the stocking, ordering and billing reconciliation of supplies and implants. The incremental costs of implementing these electronic systems have been borne by hospitals and doctor’s offices while the payers’ “reimbursement” for services rendered have been consistently decreasing.

6. Creating Value from Knowledge

As in the context of the orthopaedic operating room, in most healthcare activities, a critical function in the care process is decision making. While providers strive to bring order and structure to the care process, most decision making processes are more typically complex and unstructured. Unstructured decision making requires the gathering of multi-spectral data and information if the decision maker is to make a prudent choice (wickramasinghe and von Lubitz, 2007; Wickramasinghe, 2006). Unstructured decision making in dynamic and complex environments is challenging and the decision maker is always at a point of information inferiority (von Lubitz and Wickramasinghe, 2006c) as the decision maker is almost always missing information. It is in such situations that the need for germane knowledge, pertinent information and relevant data are critical (ibid) and hence the value of knowledge and the tools, techniques, technologies and tactics of KM are most beneficial.

Hierarchically, the gathering of information precedes the transformation of information into useable knowledge (Massey et al., 2002; Alavi and Leidner, 1999). Hence, the rate of information collection and the quality of the collected information will have a major impact on the quality (usefulness) of the generated knowledge( Award and Ghaziri, 2004) . In the dynamic and, to a large degree, unpredictable world of global healthcare, “action space awareness” (or synonymous “competitive space awareness”) and information superiority( Boyd, 1976; von Lubitz and Wickramasinghe, 2006b) have become the key factors to all successful operations. Such awareness however, can only be enabled through the extraction of multi-spectral data.

Boyd’s OODA Loop (figure 2) provides a formalized analysis of the processes involved in the development of a superior strategy (Alberts et al., 2000; Cebrowski and Garstka, 1998; Boyd, 1987; von Lubitz and Wickramasinghe, 2006bd) and a suitable model to facilitate the organizing of germane knowledge. Boyd created the OODA loop to describe air warfare systems and has been credited as a predecessor and influencer of many management programs. The OODA Loop is based on a cycle of four interrelated stages revolving in time and space: Observation followed by Orientation, then by Decision, and finally Action. At the Observation and Orientation stages, multispectral implicit and explicit inputs are gathered (Observation) and converted into coherent information (Orientation). The latter determines the sequential Determination (knowledge generation) and Action (practical implementation of knowledge) steps. The outcome of the latter affects, in turn, the character of the starting point (Observation) of the next revolution in the forward progression of the rolling loop. The Orientation stage specifies the characteristics and the nature of the "center of thrust" at which the effort is to concentrate during the Determination and Action stages. Hence, the OODA Loop implicitly incorporates the rule of “economy of force,” i.e., the requirement that only minimum but adequate (containment) effort is applied to insignificant aspects of competitive interaction. The Loop exists as a network of simultaneous and intertwined events that characterize the multidimensional action space (competition space), and both influence and are influenced by the
actor (e.g., an organization) at the centre of the network. Moreover, the events provide the context and search criteria for extracting germane knowledge.

7. The Nature of Knowledge Management

Knowledge is a critical resource in any organization and is also crucial in the provision of health-care. Access to the latest medical research knowledge is often the difference between life and death, between accurate or erroneous diagnosis, and between early intervention or a prolonged and costly hospital stay. Knowledge management deals with the process of creating value from an organization's intangible assets (Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001; Edwards et al., 2005). It is an amalgamation of concepts borrowed from the artificial intelligence/knowledge based systems, software engineering, BPR (business process re-engineering), human resources management, and organizational behavior (Purvis et al. 2001). Knowledge management deals with conceptualization, review, consolidation, and action phases of creating, securing, storing, combing, coordinating, and retrieving knowledge. In essence, then, knowledge management is a process by which organizations collect, preserve, and utilize what their employees and members know about their jobs and about activities and procedures in their organization (Xu and Quaddus, 2005).
8. The Need for Knowledge Management

Sustainable competitive advantage is dependent on building and exploiting core competencies. In order to sustain competitive advantage, resources which are idiosyncratic (thus scarce) and difficult to transfer or replicate are required. A knowledge-based view of the firm identifies knowledge as the organizational asset that enables sustainable competitive advantage especially in hyper competitive environments or in environments experiencing radical discontinuous change.

Thus, it makes sense that the organization that knows more about its customers, products, technologies, markets, and their linkages should perform better (Gafni and Birch, 1993). Many organizations are drowning in information overload yet starving for knowledge. Knowledge management is believed to be the current savior of organizations, but its successful use entails much more than developing Lotus Notes' lessons learnt databases. Rather it involves the thoughtful design of various technologies to support the knowledge architecture of a specific organization (Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001).

9. The Value of Knowledge Management to Healthcare Organizations

Knowledge management is a still relatively new phenomenon and a somewhat nebulous topic that needs to be explored. However, organizations in all industries, both large and small, are racing to integrate this new management tool into their infrastructure. Knowledge management caters to the critical issues of organizational adaptation, survival, and competence in the face of increasingly discontinuous environmental change (Wickramasinghe, 2006). Essentially, it embodies organizational processes that seek synergistic combination of data and information processing capacity of information technologies, and the creative and innovative capacity of human beings.

Knowledge management realizes the importance of safeguarding and using the collective knowledge and information of an organization. Through surveys, interviews, and analysis, knowledge management seeks to excavate, measure, assess, and evaluate the knowledge and information held within an organization with the intention of making the organization more efficient and profitable. Essentially, knowledge management sifts through the collective knowledge of an organization, codifies it into an information base, and then spreads it throughout the organization so it can be easily accessed (Wickramasinghe and Mills, 2001).

The knowledge management system is extremely helpful in internal and external sectors of an organization. Internally, knowledge management is designed to enhance the maintenance and organization of the data bases. Externally, it aims to make a better impact on the customer and external partners.

10. The Role of Knowledge Management in Healthcare Organizations

The healthcare sector is characterized by its diversity and the distributiveness of its component organizations. There is a continuous process of generation of knowledge within each of these components (such as providers, patients, suppliers, payers, and regulators), as well as an immense volume of knowledge created at the interfaces among these organizations (Jadad et al., 2000; Pavia, 2001, Dwivedi, 2006).

Healthcare provider organizations are special type of organizations in that they are for the most part motivated by topics such as quality and service, but without the profit drivers that animate private industry. At the same time they are highly professional institutions, populated by people with specialized knowledge that needs to be constantly updated, shared, and leveraged (van Beveren, 2003).
This phenomenon creates even more pressure on healthcare providers and others in the sector to manage the knowledge that flows through the sector.

Although there has been little empirical investigation of how knowledge management benefits healthcare organizations, it is safe to assume that its contributions would be at least as positive as they are being shown in other sectors of the economy (Eid, 2005).

The role of knowledge management in healthcare organizations would be important in both clinical and administrative practices. Clinical care would be much more effective with increased sharing of medical knowledge and “evidence-based” experience within and among healthcare delivery organizations (Nykanen and Karimaa, 2006; Wickramasinghe, 2007).

Administrative practices in healthcare organizations will benefit from the systemic interfaces of knowledge about technology, costs, “best-practices,” efficiencies, and the value of cooperation. Such effects of knowledge creation and sharing would make it easier and more effective to manage the healthcare organization.

Finally, the role of knowledge management is especially crucial in the interface between the clinical and administrative functions. By and large these two categories of activities are separated by differentiations such as professional specializations, role in the organization, and goals and standards of practice. Hence, there is a tendency to avoid sharing knowledge and exchanging experience-based lessons so as not to upset the existing balance of power of the organization.

11. Tools and Techniques of KM

KM tools and techniques are defined by their social and community role in the organization in 1) the facilitation of knowledge sharing and socialization of knowledge (production of organizational knowledge); 2) the conversion of information into knowledge through easy access, opportunities of internalization and learning (supported by the right work environment and culture); 3) the conversion of tacit knowledge into "explicit knowledge" or information, for purposes of efficient and systematic storage, retrieval, wider sharing and application (Wickramasinghe et al., 2006). The most useful KM tools and techniques can be grouped as those that capture and codify knowledge and those that share and distribute knowledge (Duffy, 2001; Maier, 2001).

a) Capture and codify knowledge
There are various tools that can be used for capture and codify knowledge. These include databases, various types of artificial intelligence systems including expert systems, neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms and intelligent or software agents.

i) Databases
Databases store structured information and assist in the storing and sharing of knowledge. Knowledge can be acquired from the relationships that exist among different tables in a database. For example; the relationship that might exist between a customer table and a product table could show those products that are producing adequate margins, providing decision-makers with strategic marketing knowledge. Many different relations can exist and are only limited by the human imagination. These relational databases help users to make knowledgeable decisions, which is a goal of knowledge management. Discrete, structured information still is managed best by a database management system. However, the quest for a universal user interface has led to the requirement for access to existing database information through a web browser.
ii) Case-Based Reasoning Applications
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) applications combine narratives and knowledge codification to assist in problem solving. Descriptions and facts about processes and solutions to problems are recorded and categorized. When a problem is encountered, queries or searches point to the solution. CBR applications store limited knowledge from individuals who have encountered a problem and found the solution and are useful in transferring this knowledge to others.

iii) Expert Systems
Expert systems represent the knowledge of experts and typically query and guide users during a decision making process. They focus on specific processes and typically lead the user, step by step, toward a solution. The level of knowledge required to operate these applications is usually not as high as for CBR applications. Expert systems have not been as successful as CBR in commercial applications but can still be used to teach knowledge management.

iv) Using I-net Agents - Creating Individual Views from Unstructured Content
The world of human communication and information has long been too voluminous and complex for any one individual to monitor and track. Agents and I-net standards are the building blocks that make individual customization of information possible in the unstructured environment of I-nets. Agents will begin to specialize and become much more than today's general purpose search engines and "push" technologies.

Two complimentary technologies have emerged that allow us to coordinate, communicate and even organize information, without rigid, one-size-fits-all structures. The first is the Internet/Web technologies that are referred as I-net technology and the second is the evolution of software agents. Together, these technologies are the new-age building blocks for robust information architectures, designed to help information consumers find what they are looking for in the way that they want to find it. The web and software agents make it possible to build sophisticated, well performing information brokers designed to deliver content, from multiple sources, to each individual, in the individual's specific context and under the individual's own control. The software agents supported with I-net infrastructure can be highly effective tools for individualizing the organization and management of distributed information.

b) Systems to share and distribute Knowledge
Computer networks provide an effective medium for the communication and development of knowledge management. The Internet and organizational intranets are used as a basic infrastructure for knowledge management. Intranets are rapidly becoming the primary information infrastructure for enterprises. An intranet is basically a platform based on internet principles accessible only to members of an organization/community. The intranet can provide the platform for a safe and secured information management system within the organization, help people to collaborate as of virtual teams, crossing boundaries of geography and time. While the internet is an open-access platform, the intranet, however, is restricted to members of a community/organization through multi-layered security controls. The same platform, can be extended to an outer ring (e.g. dealer networks, registered customers, online members, etc.), with limited accessibility, as an extranet. The extranet can be a meaningful platform for knowledge generation and sharing, in building relationships, and in enhancing the quality and effectiveness of service/support. The systems that are used to share and distribute knowledge could include; Group collaboration systems; Groupware, intranets, extranets and internet, office systems; word processing, desktop publishing, or web publishing.
To understand the role of the intelligence continuum, an examination of a generic healthcare information system is necessary (figure 3). The important aspects in this generic system include the socio-technical perspective; i.e. the people, processes and technology inputs required in conjunction with data as a key input. The combination of these elements comprises an information system and within any one organization, multiple such systems could exist. To this generic system, we add the influences of healthcare challenges; i.e. the challenges of demographics, technology and finance. As baby boomers age, the incidence of people over the age of 65 is projected to increase for the next forty years (US Census Bureau, 2008). Moreover, as people age, improved healthcare is providing those people over the age of 65 a longer lifespan and the ability to tell about it while also ultimately enduring many complicated medical problems and diseases. Certainly technology is helping to keep everyone alive and younger and in better health but the cost to do so is escalating exponentially (Wickramasinghe and Silvers, 2003).

Addressing these challenges is best approached through a closer examination of the data generated by the information systems and stored in the larger data warehouses and/or smaller data marts. In particular, it is important to make decisions and invoke the intelligence continuum; apply the tools, techniques and processes of data mining, business intelligence/analytics and knowledge management respectively. On applying these tools and techniques to the data generated from healthcare information systems, it is first possible to diagnose the “as is” or current state processes in order to make further decisions regarding how existing processes should be modified and thereby provide appropriate prescriptions to enable the achievement of a better future state; i.e. improve the respective inputs of the people, process, technology and data so that the system as a whole is significantly improved.
The Intelligence Continuum (Wickramasinghe and Schaffer, 2006; figure 4a) is a representation of the collection of key tools, techniques and processes of today’s knowledge economy; i.e. including but not limited to data mining, business intelligence/analytics and knowledge management.

Taken together they represent a very powerful system for refining the data raw material stored in data marts and/or data warehouses and thereby maximizing the value and utility of these data assets for any organization. The first component is a generic information system which generates data that is then captured in a data repository. In order to maximize the value of the data and use it to improve processes, the techniques and tools of data mining, business intelligence and analytics and knowledge management must be applied to the data warehouse. Once applied, the results become part of the data set that are reintroduced into the system and combined with the other inputs of people, processes, and technology to develop an improvement continuum. Thus, the Intelligence Continuum includes the generation of data, the analysis of these data to provide a “diagnosis” and the reintroduction into the cycle as a “prescriptive” solution (figure 4a,4b).
In today's context of escalating costs in healthcare, managed care in the US, regulations and a technology and health information savvy patient, the healthcare industry can no longer be complacent regarding embracing key processes and techniques to enable better, more effective and efficient practice management. The proliferation of databases in every quadrant of healthcare practice and research is evident in the large number of isolated claims databases, registries, electronic medical record data warehouses, disease surveillance systems, and other ad hoc research database systems (Lawrence et al., 2009).

Not only does the number of databases grow daily, but even more importantly, so does the amount of data within them. Pattern-identification tasks such as detecting associations between certain risk factors and outcomes, ascertaining trends in healthcare utilization, or discovering new models of disease in populations of individuals rapidly becomes daunting even to the most experienced healthcare researcher or manager (Holmes et al. 2002).

Yet these tasks may hold the answers to many clinical issues such as treatment protocols or the identification across geographic areas of newly emerging pathogens and thus are important. Add to all of this the daily volumes of data generated and then accumulated from a healthcare organization administrative system, clearly then, the gap between data collection and data comprehension and analysis becomes even more problematic.

Information technology (IT) tools coupled with new business approaches such as data mining, business intelligence/analytics and knowledge management should be embraced in an attempt to address such healthcare woes (Berinato, 2002; McGee, 1997). Figure 5 highlights important aspects of knowledge in essential healthcare operations.

Figure 5: The Key Steps of Knowledge Management
13. Returning to the Orthopaedic Operating Room

The orthopaedic operating room represents an ideal environment for the application of a continuous improvement cycle that is dependant on the Intelligence Continuum. For those patients with advanced degeneration of their hips and knees, arthroplasty of the knee and hip represent an opportunity to regain their function. Before the operation ever begins in the operating room, there are a large number of interdependent individual processes that must be completed. Each process requires data input and produces a data output such as patient history, diagnostic tests and consultations. Keeping the process moving for each patient and maintaining a full schedule for the surgeon and the hospital are challenges that require accurate and timely information for successful process completion and achieving the goals for each patient, surgeon and the hospital simultaneously. The interaction between these data elements is not always maximized in terms of operating room scheduling and completion of the procedure. Moreover, as the population ages and patients’ functional expectations continue to increase with their advanced knowledge of medical issues, reconstructive orthopaedic surgeons are being presented with an increasing patient population requiring hip and knee arthroplasty. Simultaneously, the implants are becoming more sophisticated and thus more expensive. In turn, the surgeons are experiencing little change in system capacity, but are being told to improve efficiency and output, improve procedure time and eliminate redundancy. However, the system legacy is for insufficient room designs that have not been updated with the introduction of new equipment, poor integration of the equipment, inefficient scheduling and time consuming procedure preparation. Although there are many barriers to re-engineering the Operating Room and the processes involved in the complex choreography of the perioperative processes, a dearth of data and the difficulty of aligning incentives, it is indeed possible to effect significant improvements through the application of the intelligence continuum.

The entire process of getting a patient to the operating room for a surgical procedure can be represented by three distinct phases: preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative (refer to figure 1). In turn, each of these phases can be further subdivided into the individual yet interdependent processes that represent each step on the surgical trajectory. As each of the individual processes are often dependant on a previous event, the capture of event and process data in a data warehouse is necessary. The diagnostic evaluation of this data set and the re-engineering of each of the deficient processes will then lead to increased efficiency. For example, many patients are allergic to the penicillin family of antibiotics that are often administered preoperatively in order to minimize the risk of infection. For those patients who are allergic, a substitute drug requires a 60 minute monitored administration time as opposed to the much shorter administration time of the default agent. Since the antibiotic is only effective when administered prior to starting the procedure, this often means that a delay is experienced. When identified in the preoperative phase, these patients should be prepared earlier on the day of surgery and the medication administered in sufficient time such that the schedule is not delayed. This prescriptive reengineering has directly resulted from mining of the data in the information system in conjunction with an examination of the business processes and their flows. By scrutinizing the delivery of care and each individual process, increased efficiency and improved quality should be realized while maximizing value. For knee and hip arthroplasty, there are over 432 discrete processes that can be evaluated and reengineered as necessary through the application of the Intelligence Continuum (Schaffer et al, 2004).

14. Further Development of the Model

Given the need for- and the benefit of- the IC to support superior healthcare delivery the story should not end here, rather the model should be extended and developed further. In particular, it is essential to expand upon the capabilities afforded by the tools and techniques of KM and incorporate more intelligence capabilities through the addition of further data mining techniques.
In summary, the key idea of more intelligent sampling assumes the existence of subsets of sufficiently similar tuples within the focusing input. We presume that each subset contains more information than necessary to generate appropriate data mining results, and that smaller set of prototypes are able to represent the entire information in the focusing input hence. In order to implement the key idea of more intelligent sampling techniques, we first apply clustering to identify subsets of sufficiently similar tuples. Moreover prototyping approaches in statistics and machine learning provide mechanisms for prototype selection or prototype construction. The general advantage is the generation of more condensed deceptions of the entire focusing input. The proposed conceptual model is given in figure 6 below. Note the KPIs (key performance indices) depicted in figure 6 would be generated from the outputs of the IC model (ie from the data mart/data warehouse in figure 4a).

Figure 6: Proposed enhanced knowledge discovery model to establish intelligent sampling into health care databases

15. Conclusions

To improve the efficiency and efficacy of patient care especially for those patients requiring hip or knee replacement, every healthcare process on the pathway from evaluation to operation to recovery should be optimized – the inputs, transformation and outputs should be measured against specification for process time, scheduling, expenses, personnel, etc. Each individual in the long chain of processes has tacit knowledge that increases with each day of experience while the explicit knowledge in the institutional or surgeon’s policies and procedures manual are infrequently updated. The opportunity to improve the knowledge spiral and use the Intelligence Continuum to capitalize on realizing the full value of the system is unparalleled. The inherent limitations of organizational structure must be overcome to make these improvements.
The first steps in a process improvement project include the identification of each knowledge point, i.e. the process mapping for joint replacement procedures with the goal of improving performance and predictability while minimizing variances, decreasing “waste” and increasing value while minimizing costs. The generation, representation, storage, transfer and transformation of knowledge are key steps in making the desired improvements in clinical and management practices and incorporating continuous innovation. The current state is that the daily volume data that is generated and accumulated is often lost, further increasing the gaps between data collection, comprehension and analysis. Boyd’s OODA loop model of observation, orientation, decision, and action can organize the inputs and provide a structure for improvement. More patients with degenerative knee and hip arthritis will need joint replacement. Surgeons and hospitals with successful clinical outcomes will use process engineering tools to identify critical path processes and the stakeholders to optimize process efficiency, efficacy, productivity, safety and satisfaction.

The preceding has served to highlight the critical role for knowledge discovery tools and techniques to facilitate superior decision making in healthcare. The case vignette of the orthopedic OR has illustrated the benefits in a clinical context. Moreover we have also presented and described the next steps to further enhance the intelligence capabilities of our model. We close by encouraging researchers to continue to investigate this vital area.2
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Abstract

Introduction: In Germany, telemedical support for allowing patients with long-term chronic conditions to remain in their homes (‘Telehealth’) has been in practice for more than ten years in small pilot projects, large clinical trials, and selective reimbursement agreements between providers and payors. However, a standard service model for telehealth has thus far not been established. Therefore, we need to learn more from the experiences of these existing programs to clarify how a telemedical service centre (TSC), as a new type of healthcare partner, should be positioned in order to use resources effectively and to achieve improved patient outcomes. This paper shows which service models for telehealth in Germany are possible and what kind of specific requirements, advantages or disadvantages can be seen for each of those models.

Methods: After an extensive literature and internet search, the four basic types of service models for telehealth were extracted and characterized. (a) TSC based at a care management organisation (CMO), (b) TSC based at a hospital, (c) TSC based at primary care physician network, or (d) TSC based at a health insurance company. The appropriateness of each model has been empirically analysed from different stakeholders’ perspectives (healthcare providers, payors, patients) using delphi method. Seventeen experts have been surveyed in semi-structured interview and focus-group settings.

Results: The “hospital-based TSC” service model is widely seen as the most appropriate one for Germany, whereas two of the alternative models, “CMO-based TSC” and “payor-based TSC”, tend to fit better with long-term oriented therapy-management approaches. Telemedical support that is provided and managed directly by the primary-care physicians (c) is considered by most of the interviewees as inappropriate or unrealistic due to resource restrictions. However, it plays an important role for getting telehealth successfully adopted in usual care practice (e.g., for enrolment of patients, data-based consultations).

Discussion: There could be several models to let a telemedical service centre become an active partner in healthcare. Depending on the goal-setting of each program, patients at high risk due to their chronic condition seem to be better suited for service models with high involvement of interdisciplinary clinical centres. Patients with less-acute long-term conditions seem to be more suited for service models using a centralised call-centre infrastructure.
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1. Introduction

Telemedical support for patients with long-term conditions at their home (usually described as ‘Telemonitoring’ or ‘Telehealth’) has gained general interest of several stakeholders in healthcare systems all over the world. The evidence has been surveyed in several systematic literature reviews (see, among others: Pare et al. 2007; Clark et al. 2007; Chaudhry et al. 2007).

In Germany, Telemonitoring has been implemented into practice for more then ten years within smaller pilot projects, larger clinical trials, or selective reimbursement agreements between healthcare providers and payors (see, among others: Morguet et al. 2008; Kielblock et al. 2007.; Zugck et al. 2005).

However, the local scientific community has paid only little attention to the development of standardized service model for telehealth so far. To the author’s best knowledge, the work of Köhler et al. (2006, p. 38-40) makes a sole exception to this statement. They describe three generations of telemonitoring systems that differ not only by the underlying technology but also by the necessary service level, e.g. the involvement of physicians in a telemedical service centre (TSC) and the level of therapeutic decisions they make.

Since the service model mentioned above represents only one part of all telehealth activities in Germany, we need to learn more from the experience that already has been made. This leads to the central question of which way a telemedical service centre (TSC) should be ideally positioned as a new healthcare provider. This paper shows which service models for telehealth in Germany are possible and what kind of specific requirements, advantages or disadvantages can be seen for each of those models.

2. Methods

An extensive, but non-systematic literature and internet search has been conducted to identify basic types of organisational service models for telehealth in Germany as groundwork for the subsequent empirical analysis. The authors browsed literature databases like ‘Medline’ and ‘DIMDI SmartSearch’ as well as relevant journals like ‘Telemedicine Journal and e-Health’, ‘Journal of Telemedicine and Telecare’, ‘E-Health-Com’, and ‘Telmedizinführer Deutschland’. Additionally, reference lists of books and monographs has been searched as well as the websites from Germany’s major telehealth providers (SHL Telemedicine, Vitaphone, Almeda, 4sigma, Anycare, Stiftung Chronisch Kranker, IFAT) and organisations (like DGTelemed, ZTG, or VhitG).

The appropriateness of each model has been empirically analysed from different stakeholder’s perspectives (healthcare providers, payors, industry, patients) by applying the delphi method. Herein, 17 experts have been surveyed either in semi-structured interviews or within a focus group. In table 1, the participants who were recruited due to their practical experience with telehealth or high sector knowledge are described by their affiliation and function. All discussions were voice-recorded, transliterated and evaluated by applying qualitative content analysis according to Mayring (2007).
Table 1: Affiliation and function of interview partners (one-to-one and focus group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Group</th>
<th>Organisational Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Clinical Director, University Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Physician/ Director, Telemedical Service Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Physician, Cardiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Manager, Telemedicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Physician (Network)</td>
<td>Representative member on behalf of the German Physician Association in the Federal Joint Committee (GBA)/ Director, outpatient clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manager, Primary Care Physician Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manager, Integrated Delivery Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Insurance Company</td>
<td>Chairman, Statutory Health Insurance (SHI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member of Executive Board, Statutory Health Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manager Integrated Care, Statutory Health Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MedTech Industry</td>
<td>Director, Telehealth System Vendor 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Director, Telehealth System Vendor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative Chairman, Industry Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Manager, Care Management Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President, Association for Biomedical Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer of Telehealth Conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient, participant telehealth project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

3.1. Basic types of organisational service models for telehealth

After an extensive literature and internet search, we extracted and characterised from the material four basic types of organisational service models for telehealth (illustration 1). Each of these models has been already implemented into practice in Germany.

Illustration 1: Basic types of organisational service models for telehealth. a) TSC based at a care management organisation; b) TSC based at a hospital; c) TSC based at a primary care physician network; d) TSC based at a health insurance company.
In model a), the telehealth service emanates from an independent care management organisation (CMO) that is not directly affiliated with other institutional healthcare providers. Hospitals or primary care physicians (PCPs) will refer patients to such a centre when selective reimbursement agreements with payors guarantee them a lump sum for enrolment. Patients may also request the centre’s service directly and use out-of-pocket payments for services. The TSC in this model acts mainly as a complementary service provider for other institutional healthcare providers or payors. Its services are dominantly nurse-led and built on a call-centre infrastructure such as those of established Disease Management Programs. It seems to be the dominating organisational service model in Germany at the moment.

In model b), the TSC is based at a hospital. In the event of selective reimbursement agreements for integrated care, patients can be enrolled by their primary care physicians in the telehealth program. In addition, there is a post-acute-care model where patients are enrolled subsequent to their hospital discharge in order to prevent avoidable re-hospitalisations. In some respects, this model provides a direct economic incentive to the hospital by the DRG system, as early re-hospitalisations (usually within 30 days) due to the same diagnosis cannot be reimbursed again.

The primary care physicians can also take the lead in telemonitoring services as outlined in model c) rather than limiting themselves to enrolment activities. This could happen within networks where physicians share a service desk for their patients or as a result of innovative monitoring technologies (e.g., mobile alerts from implantable devices to the physician’s cell phone). New types of managed care organisations where physicians take over (partial) budget responsibility from the payor might encourage them to do so because they participate in monetary savings from prevented hospitalisations.

With regard to model d), there has been a fundamental shift in Germany’s (statutory) health insurance organisations in their role ‘from payor to player’ over the last decade. Meanwhile, most of them offer a group of services that can influence the course of their members’ healthcare such as care management, disease management and health coaching programs. Telehealth programs that focus on educating and motivating patients with long-term chronic conditions in order to improve their self-management competencies offer, in that particular respect, an effective and efficient way for health insurers to contain costs by offering high quality care management.

3.2. Positioning of Telemedical Service Centres

As shown in illustration 2, the hospital-based TSC model (b) is seen as highly appropriate for Germany. All but one of the experts were of a positive opinion towards this model and stated inter alia the following arguments in favour of it: high operational availability of high-qualified staff, interdisciplinary teams with specialised competencies, well accepted institution by patients, standardised workflow procedures and quality management.

There were equivalent opinions, both, in favour and against the CMO-based TSC model (a) which was discussed very controversial in the focus group. On the one hand, this model seems to offer cost advantages, centralised/ more appropriate call-centre infrastructure, and easier relations to payors for contract closings. On the other hand, the experts impute impersonal treatment of patients, a lack of medical expert knowledge, and less confidence by referring physicians to that model.
A telemedical support that is provided and managed directly by the PCPs (c) is considered by most of the experts as inappropriate or unrealistic mainly due to resource restrictions. However, they play a crucial role in getting telehealth successfully adopted in usual care practice, e.g., for enrolment of patients or data-based consultations because of their close and personal relationship to the patients.

With regard to the payor-based TSC model (d), similar advantages were seen as to the CMO-based model. It seems best suited for patients with less-acute long-term conditions with special emphasis on educational and motivational aspects of care management. However, many clinical experts were highly concerned about the trend of health insurance organisations becoming more and more involved in care-management activities.

### 3.3. Further aspects

Most of the experts (6 out of 7) considered a disease-specific division between several service centres as reasonable in order to provide high quality care to patients with complex chronic conditions at high risk. The argument in favour of such a division is, that different chronic conditions also imply different requirements for staff qualification. The more severe a condition is, the more important it is of the role of a specialist.

The service model has to be different for managing patients with less severe conditions at high volume. Here, 7 out of 8 experts stated that a TSC is ideally managed by high qualified nurses than physicians. Standardised procedures and the role of highly qualified nurses become crucial, last but not least because of economical reasons.

The relationship between primary care physicians and specialists on the one hand and hospitals on the other hand has been strained since major healthcare reforms allow hospitals to provide more and more ambulatory services. According to 6 out of 7 experts this has to be taken into account by implementing telehealth into practice in order to gain acceptance by PCPs.
4. Discussion

There could be several models that could facilitate telemedical service centres becoming active partners in healthcare. Depending on the goals of each programme, patients at high risk of their chronic condition seem to be better suited for service models with high involvement of interdisciplinary clinical centres. Patients with less-acute, long-term conditions seem to be more eligible for service models using a centralised call-centre infrastructure. However, the leader in the entire process is the primary care physician and/or the specialist who has overall responsibility for the patient on an outpatient basis.

The results of this work provide beneficial insight in the perceptions and opinions of relevant healthcare stakeholders with regard to an appropriate service model for telehealth in Germany. These should be taken into account by future implementation of telehealth service models into practice. In comparison to other countries, the role of specialists in the ambulatory care sector is crucial to gain general acceptance. This could be the mayor reason that a hospital led TSC model is seen as the most feasible option.

However, the results of this work have to be considered with caution. The opinions of that expert panel might not be fully representative for all healthcare stakeholders in Germany, since they have been selected according to to their practical telehealth experience rather than their functional levels.
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Abstract
In the domain of health care, processes and actions changed through the increasing applications of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This results in specific advantages in particular for patients with chronic diseases. The use of telematic in health care, which enables an independent action in space and time, is called telemedicine. In recent years telemedicine is widely tested and translated in German research projects. But there are no reference schemes known for the class of telemedicine-specific problems so far. This paper addresses this gap. Subject of this paper are application systems for and organizations of telemedicine. The approach of the ARIS-house is used as the basis. From the perspective of reference modelling this basis is checked for its usefulness to develop a reference model for telemedicine. In this context an empirical application serves to evaluate previously identified requirements for reference models and for telemedicine.

1. Introduction

The effects of a more individual way of life and of a higher quality of life resulting from the use of ICT are of paramount importance, especially for patients with chronic diseases. In particular for new applications it therefore seems appropriate to orientate them on existing (reference-) models. The science has always been used models to represent complex situations, including the still young discipline of Information Systems Science in Germany. In the discipline of Information Systems Science they are called information models. Often models are characterized as reference models which mean that they are generic conceptual models for a certain domain. Reference models provide a conceptual framework for the description of relevant characteristics of information systems. They are considered as a guideline from which special models can be derived by specialization or refinement. There have been numerous approaches to define the term reference model why we are not trying to pursue this list. For example: the definition of Nonnenmacher (1994), Marten (1995), Rosemann (1996) and Fettke and Loss (2004). Profound analysis of the reference model term can be found at Schütte (1998), vom Brocke (2003) and Thomas (2006). The most recent overview of definitions of the term reference model used in the German Information Systems Science community, can be found in Thomas (2006, p. 21-26). After Thomas (2006) the reference model term has been essentially formed by August-Wilhelm Scheer who defined the ARIS-approach. In his statement he criticizes the neglect of a justification based on facts for using the term reference model for a model. In his opinion the characteristics generally accepted and the recommendation character are insufficient to name a model as reference model. His approach is the user-oriented reference model. That means that the use of an information model by a user is considered as an essential criterion to define this model as a reference (Thomas 2006, p. 15). What the
majority of these definition approaches have in common is that they see reference models as a refer-
ence for the development for domain specific models because they represent a class of application
cases.

As a central concept of this paper telemedicine includes the application of telematics in the medical
environment. Telematics is a sufficient but not a necessary prerequisite for telemedicine. Telematics
is defined as the integration of telecommunication- and information technology. That means in the
medical environment the overcoming of spacial separation between doctor and patient or two doc-
tors among themselves is the focal point (Bundesärztekammer 2010). The term ‘telemedicine’ was
subject to constant change in the last years. While in early discussions ‘telemedicine’ was men-
tioned, this notion was later partially replaced by ‘eHealth’, ‘telehealth’ or ‘health telematics’. At
this point is referred to the definition of Link (2007), Haas (2006) and a systematic analysis of pub-
lished definitions at Oh et al. (2005). Basically these definition approaches have in common that
they are focused at space and time independent applications and services that are performed by
modern ICT.

There are already reference models for the german health care domain such like the Simoneit’s ref-
ference model (Simoneit 1998) or the IS-H reference model (Bihr and Seelos 1997). The first named
model is focused on an intraorganizational hospital information system. A communication with
outside involved actors is not considered. The IS-H model is focused on an organization wide data
model. Other perspectives of an organization have not been taking into account. It seems obvious
that the majority of those approaches concern internal hospital information systems.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analysis related work and requirements
for reference models and telemedical applications, derived from a literature review. Section 3 de-
scribes the ARIS-approach as one of the most widely known information multiperspectival architec-
tures. Afterwards we modelled an exemplary telemedicine application with ARIS. Subsequent to
the modelling in Section 4 we evaluate those exemplary ARIS-models against the predefined re-
quirements. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Requirements for reference modelling and telemedicine

2.1. Reference modelling

Requirements for reference models are divided into general modeling requirements and specific
requirements especially for reference models (Schütte 1998, Becker et al. 1995). In this paper, we
put our focus on these specific requirements: construction adequacy and language adequacy. Based
on the ’principles of orderly modelling’, approaches in literature can be found which specify the
requirements for modelling (Fettke and Loos 2004/1; Becker et al. 1995; Schütte 1998; Matyas et
al. 2007). Table 1 shows a representation of the relevant requirements for reference models to dif-
ferentiate them from conventional models. The identified requirements are explained and criteria
for the evaluation are formulated. By Schütte (1998, p. 111) those two requirements are the essen-
tial criterion respectively principle for reference models. This is not an exhaustive description but
rather one of a description where the authors consider relevant requirements for the development of
a telemedicine reference model, based on a critical-rational understanding of science.
Table 1: Requirements for reference models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement Explanation</th>
<th>Criteria for evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction adequacy</td>
<td>The traceability of the constructed model has to be appropriate to the problem which had to be solved. Adequateness of the model’s content with regards to the user’s goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Existence of consensus between the developers of the model and the users?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Existence of consensus between the developers and users of the model concerning the contained information objects in the model?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language adequacy</td>
<td>The used language has to be suitable and the syntax has to be applied correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is a language based meta-model available?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is a formal semantic available?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is a well-defined syntax available?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Telemedicine

As part of the literature analysis, two different approaches have been identified for the determination of telemedical requirements. Either the requirements were focused on very specific technical characteristics (e.g. Widya et al. 2003; Aussersresses 1995) or more strategic goals respectively requirements have been formulated (e.g. Haas 2006, p.8f; Bundesärztekammer et al. 2006). For the research purpose of the authors, the development of a telemedicine reference model, the orientation of technical requirements, such as audio echo suppression or upstream push mechanism, are too precise. The identified requirements have to present an adequate and appropriate level of abstraction as otherwise they are no longer meet the requirements of a reference model. It is assumed that a running system is guaranteed so that technical properties don’t have to be considered. Under these conditions Table 2 shows a representation of relevant requirements that were identified through a literature review and then subsumed into concrete characteristics (Haas 2006, p.8f; Bundesärztekammer et al. 2006; Mairinger and Ferrer-Roca 2002, p. 185). The identified requirements are explained and questions for the evaluation are formulated. This is not an exhaustive description but rather one of a description where the authors consider relevant requirements for the development of a telemedicine reference model, based on a critical-rational understanding of science.

Table 2: Requirements for telemedicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Criteria for evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interface bridging</td>
<td>The bridging of sectors must be ensured.</td>
<td>- Is an interorganizational bridging taking place?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal bridging</td>
<td>An asynchronous communication has to be possible.</td>
<td>- Is a sending and receiving of data at different times possible without blocking the process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of decision making</td>
<td>It has to be ensured, that the decisions which are made improved by the transmitted data.</td>
<td>- Can be assumed that the decisions turn out in better quality related to the past?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do the patients perceive a improved medical supply?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The ARIS-approach as the basis - A exemplary telemedical application

Until now, there is no established language for reference models in theory or practice. Fettke and Loos (2004) describe some requirements for reference modeling languages which defines concepts for the representation of a system. In detail, they require a formal semantic, a well-defined syntax. Although, Entity Releationship Models (ERM), Event Driven Process Chains (EPC) and Function trees (FT) are used to build reference models, it is not stated, if these models are adequate for telemedicine reference models.

Apart from offering medical care, hospitals have to meet economic requirements. Both medical and economic activities have process character. The ARIS architecture is geared on economic aspects and concentrates on business processes. ARIS describes a domain independent information system
architecture, which provides a regulation framework for derivation of reference models (Schütte 1998, p. 90; Scheer 1997, p. 10). The ARIS concept provides a basis for the reduction of complexity by structuring them into different views and phases of a life cycle model (Scheer 2001, p. 2). The business processes take center stage of the approach and they are the connecting element of the considered institution. Each process is considered from different views – performance, organization, data, function and control. These different views are divided into three layers, depending on their closeness to information technology – concept, data processing concept and implementation. To describe the different views and to reduce complexity various methods of modeling are used. In our research we focused on the concept layer. In the following we first introduce the scenario of the “partnership of the heart” project and afterwards we model the four different views for this scenario. The empirical determination has been made by observation and a survey of experts in the Robert-Bosch-Hospital, one of the project partners.

“Partnership for the heart” is a controlled, multicentered telemedicine study TIM-HF (“Telemedical Interventional Monitoring in Heart Failure”) for patients with chronic heart failure. The project is sponsored by the Federal Ministry for Education and Research. Partners are in addition to hospitals, doctors from the hospital inpatient and outpatient care, established specialists and general practitioners who are involved in the patient care. The hospitals have set up a telemedicine center (TMC), which is staffed by a cardiologist and 1-2 study assistants. In most cases, the processing of vital data collection takes place in a 24-hour interval, in the morning between 7 and 11 a.m. The transmitted data are an electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure, body weight and a self-assessment. After the measurement the data are automatically separately transmitted. The transmission takes place via Bluetooth to the Mobile Medical Assistant (MMA). From there a transfer takes place via mobile communication to the TMC where the electronic health record (EHR) is updated. The TMC-doctor first generates diagnostic findings of the ECG and afterwards the study assistants check the other vital signs (blood pressure, pulse, weight and self-assessment) for irregularities. Anomalies in the diagnostic findings are reviewed by the responsible person (doctor, research assistant) and, if needed, they have to confer with the patient or a close relative. In addition there is a periodically patient call. Content of the call is the general well-being, if necessary past hospitalizations, medication changes by the doctor or in the course of the last hospitalization and other medically significant changes in the life of the patient. If the patient has questions or problems he has the opportunity to contact the doctors and study assistants in the TMC by phone.

3.1. Organization view

In the organization view the organization is described as different organizational units including different types of relation. Organizational units are divided into different positions which execute functions. A position is staffed with a person and normally they are created in a way, that one employee can execute one function (Scheer 2001, p.52-54). The most popular way of modeling the organization view is the tree diagram, which is used below.

Illustration 1: organigram (hospital)
3.2. Data view

In the data view, data objects are manipulated by functions. For data modeling normally the entity relationship model (ERM) by Chen (1976) is used. The ERM is widely spread in practice (Scheer 2001, p.67ff.). The data model contains the data that is relevant for the patient view as well as for the hospital view because both co-operation partner rely on the same data base.

![Illustration 2: data model (hospital and patient)](image)

3.3. Performance view

The input and output of processes is modeled in the performance view. The content is illustrated as a product tree with the connection “consist of” (Scheer 2001, p.95).

![Illustration 3: product tree (patient)](image)
3.4. Function view

Scheer defines function as "...task on an object to support one or more aims" (Scheer 2001, p.22, translated by authors). Tasks of the concept layer are the definition of the function structure and the estimation of the sequence of functions. The structure which is used most frequently is the tree diagram (Scheer 2001).

3.5. Control view

The control view connects the function, organization, data and performance view.
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Illustration 7: EPC (hospital)
4. Requirements Evaluation

The modelled dimensions of the telemedical application derived from the analysis of the TMC are evaluated with the previously identified requirements. The following table 3 shows the separate requirements and illustrates if the ARIS-approach, as a basis for deriving a reference model for telemedicine fulfils the reference model requirements or not. The same is done with the requirements for telemedicine and the scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference model / Telemedicine requirements</th>
<th>Requirement fulfilled / not fulfilled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction adequacy</td>
<td>This requirement can be understood in two ways: adequateness of the whole construction result or adequateness with a view to specific aspects of the construction. Since we already mentioned specific aspects (i.e. requirements) of telemedicine application, we denote the fulfillment of construction adequacy if specific requirements for telemedicine applications as mentioned above are met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language adequacy</td>
<td>The availability of a language based meta model is given, because ARIS is based on a meta model. Further ARIS is based on a formal semantic and the ARIS-Toolset provides a tool for semantic checks, why the formal semantic is given. At least the defined syntax is fulfilled as ARIS comes with highly complex syntax rules and the toolset supports these rules while modelling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface bridging</td>
<td>As it can be seen in the EPC the data is transferred from the patient to the TMC. And in case a livestream can be set up, where interfaces are bridged between the users. It can be said that this requirement is fulfilled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal bridging</td>
<td>It cannot be recognized directly out of the models that a sending of data is possible 24-hours a day. But the expert survey showed that the patients have the opportunity to send their data when they want to. An essential prerequisite for the analysis of this data is that the TMC has to be occupied 24-hour, which is not been given in the described scenario. So this requirement is almost fulfilled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of decision making</td>
<td>The scenario tells it and the EPC shows it that the patients get a feedback if any deviation is recognized by the TMC-staff. In an emergency case an emergency plan intervenes and informs the ambulance and the supervising doctor. The past showed that a patient has been saved from death because the TMC-staff did telephone help for a reanimation. Further said patients that they feel well cared through the daily data analysis, requirement meet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Overview of the requirement analysis

As it can be shown all requirements are met except the temporal bridging which is almost fulfilled.
5. Conclusion and Outlook to Forthcoming Research

This paper is a first step towards a reference model for telemedicine. To identify an appropriate basis for developing a reference model for telemedicine the ARIS-approach was analyzed for his usefulness. The ARIS-approach served as groundwork and the ARIS-languages were used to model a specific application of telemedicine, the telecardiology. These models have been evaluated with predefined requirements of reference models and telemedical applications.

Our experience revealed that ARIS is an appropriate instrument to derive telemedical specific applications. The collected requirements for the evaluation and the subsequent results do not claim to universal validity and completeness. It is a first orientation for a framework in order to formulate the development of a reference model. The goal is to design a model that overcome the limitations of existing reference models in the health care domain.

The next research steps will focus on an empirical survey to confirm the identified requirements for telemedical applications and probably receive more or detailed characteristics. In addition to expert interviews a questionnaire survey should be carried out to achieve this aim. Further it has to be considered that an enlargement on other telemedical applications such like teledialysis, teleradiology or telediabetes has to be made.
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Abstract
In all settings, including health care, people must be motivated to do right actions. Health care is a complicated system with interaction of many parties, and designing effective and efficient health care is not a minor task. One part of designing governance structures and processes for health care is that of designing rewards systems. Effective reward systems and mechanisms can greatly influence health care productivity and demand to the right direction. Still more demanding is the implementation of these reward mechanisms to information systems, which anyway is a necessity for their effective and user-friendly application.

1. Introduction

Reward systems are a part of studies in persuasive computing (Fogg 2003), a growing field of research activity within the IS field. Within economics, reward systems are a deeply studied topic, with main focus concentrating on rewarding top and upper management for their services to organizations (Bennis 1998; Crandall et al. 1997; Talmor et al. 1998). Reward mechanisms in virtual teams are also a very popular topic within IS (Crandall et al. 1998; Crandall et al. 1997; Struebing 1996).

Within health care, rewards are widely used, but little discussed. There is still the deep myth that health care especially is a profession of passion, vocation and mission are key driving factors, and where incentives, including money, would not play any role. The reality is different: in hardly any environment than health care there are so many financial compensations for performance as in health care, especially in the case of medical doctors. The Finnish official list (Kuntatyönantajat 2007) of procedures in health care that provide extra financial compensation for medical doctors is 16 pages long and contains some 250 different procedures. Practice and the myth clearly are far away from each other.

Rewards are easily connected with corruption and face value. That is why it is important that they strongly regulated and governed. A human distributing rewards is always subject to doubts about unfair activities. That’s why it is important that reward mechanisms are implemented to computerized systems.

A good metaphor in this discussion is the open source software community. There individuals contribute to the joint good (good and functional software) without visible financial compensations,
mainly driven by other incentives. As well in health care, we should implement a culture where medical care providers would have financial and also non-financial incentives to deliver a joint good (health for the patient, and good and functional patient documentation). It is to be expected that especially the field of non-financial compensations, rewards and incentives is underdeveloped in health care, or at least its functioning is not well understood.

Empowering the patient is a hot topic within health care (Beun 2003; Wilson et al. 2004). Empowering should be supported by rewarding. Empowering means giving the tools for taking care of oneself, but rewarding gives the motivation. Of course the motivation to take care of oneself should be obvious and indisputable, but the masses of people consuming and even dying because of tobacco, drugs, alcohol, etc. witnesses a different trend.

2. Reward Systems

All human communication is about persuading the other communication party to something – to do something or not to do something. This persuasion is supported by explicit or implicit (a punishment) for the recipient undone (George 1995), if the recipient acts as hoped. Such – seen widely – all communication is about rewards, and all electronic communication can be included to the topic of ICT-based reward systems.

Traditionally, reward systems have been connected with monetary compensations, and with the rewarding of employees, especial management and top management. This kind of thinking can be seen for example in the definition of a reward system by (Kerr et al. 2005, 130): “Reward systems are concerned with two major issues: performance and rewards. Performance includes defining and evaluating performance and providing employees with feedback. Rewards include bonus, salary increases, promotions, stock awards, and perquisites”

Such a wide definition is anyway not operational. In practice we will have to limit our definition. Here a ICT-based reward system is defined as follows:

A network-based system that keeps track of the actual behaviour of an identified object, monitoring its behaviour and registering it to quantitative information, that can be transferred to rewards granted to the one monitored.

The best known reward systems are connected to service businesses. The American Express credit card company reward system is one prime example. Another species of reward systems live with airline companies – flying mile collection involves maybe milliards of people in the word. Similar – often nationwide – systems are very usual also in banking and retail, just to give a few examples.

Rewards obey many different names. We can talk as well about incentives or compensations. The deeper analysis of these different concepts is beyond the scope of this article, and it should be noted that different languages have different words and meanings for rewards.

The need to control someone’s behaviour can also be bound to a customer relationship, or to an employment relationship, among others.

Within health care, we can find three main groups of people needing rewards:
1. individuals for keeping themselves fit
2. family members and other fellow-men to take care of individuals close to them
3. health care service providers for providing better service.
The rewards systems based on customer relationship usually have very little effect on the total household of individuals. On the contrary, when we move on to an employment relationship, it emerges as a very critical area when the basis of individual’s main income is being discussed. Reward systems based on performance in working relationship evaluation are a key area of academic research. The tendency seems to be, that different extras based on performance constitute an increasing share of the salary of most workers. How different information systems support this situation is not a marginal issue. The importance of reward systems in employment relationship has been documented in several studies. Kerr and Slocum (1997) conclude that there is no universal best reward system, but that different situations and different corporate cultures necessitate different reward systems. Whole industries, such as health care, can suffer from the consequences of badly functioning reward systems (Waldman et al. 2003).

On discussion item is who should be rewarded. In work relationships, both individuals as well as bigger organizational entities as well can be rewarded. The current trend seems to go towards rewarding groups (Pfeffer 1998).

When we talk about reward mechanisms, the first that comes to mind is the money and financial incentives. However, strong motivational factors are also those of reputation and social acceptance. We have three main forms of rewards:
- Financial incentives, such as the various bonus systems, such as banks, airlines and retail trade
- Reputation-based incentives, especially in the scientific community
- Community-based incentives, which encourage their members to efficiently produce high quality information technology artefacts.

### 3. Conclusion

Reward systems are already now in use in most sectors of live, including health care. Within the IS community, reward systems belong to the wider and more established topic of persuasive computing.

Within health care, reward systems are needed both for medical professionals as well as for individual citizens. The myth that health care would be something immune to financial rewards should be demolished.

Health care professionals should be motivated to a more efficient information systems use. The deficiencies with regard to patient care resulting from the fact that information is insufficient should be eliminated. For the patient continuity of care is important. This means that his treatment takes place at the right point, the point of treatment knows how he was treated before, and that everyone knows how he/she would continue to be treated. For the patient, it is significant also that the previous medical records are used to avoid unnecessarily repeated treats, which often are very unpleasant investigations for the patient.
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Abstract:
Today information and communication technologies represent an important part of our life. Over the years, these technologies and regular innovations have led to a changed community, who recognizes the advantages of these technologies. Irrespective of the branch of trade, each company and all actors connected can benefit from such innovations, which enable more effective and efficient operations in their daily processes.

In Germany, the e-health sector is especially focused at this time on the new e-health card concept which is currently in the test stage and should be established within the next years. This e-health card will totally change our current system, because this concept allows several new functions. Some of the possible functions are compulsory for the enrollees while other functions are optional. Examples include electronic prescriptions, electronic patient records and the emergency data of the enrollee in case of an emergency. With these new innovations, the market actors are confronted with several advantages and also disadvantages. A sensitive point here is the aggregation of enrollee data, which brings some advantages, but also a threat regarding data security and access authorization. Therefore, the regulations and laws are very strict.

Because enrollees have concerns about their data, the health insurance companies have to ensure that enrollees have the possibility to check and to manage their data. Therefore, electronic kiosk systems (e-kiosks) are important, because these terminals are self-service terminals, where the enrollees can among other things manage their health data. It is important that these e-kiosks are also useable for handicapped persons. Hence, this paper will also identify possibilities pertaining to how these terminals can be adapted to ensure that the different groups of handicapped persons can also use these e-kiosks.

Keywords: e-health card, electronic prescriptions, electronic health professional card, emergency data, electronic health record, electronic kiosk

1. Introduction
The implementation of the German e-health card (eHC) will totally change the current healthcare system in Germany. New functions will be available and the focus will move more to the electronic-based view. These new functions are for example electronic prescriptions, electronic patient records and the emergency data of the individual or enrollee in case of an emergency.
But this does not mean that there are just advantages. There are also disadvantages. Furthermore, the guarantee of data security and data protection will be a big challenge.

Because the enrolled patients have strong concerns about their medical data, health insurance companies have to install e-kiosks, which are self-service terminals, throughout Germany. Further, because of the fact that handicapped persons should also have access to these terminals, adaptations are essential to guarantee barrier-free e-kiosks.

This paper will first give an overview about the German eHC and will show the new possible functions. Section 3 will mention the advantages and disadvantages of this eHC, whereas section 4 will give information about data security and data protection. Section 5 will be focused on e-kiosks and will show possible ideas, how these terminals can be adapted for the needs of disabled persons. Conclusions will be drawn in section 6.

2. The concept of the e-health card
With the implementation of the e-health card (eHC), people in Germany can benefit from several new functions. Generally, the functions of the e-health card are divided into two category groups. Firstly, there is the area of administrative functions, which are compulsory for the card owners. Secondly, there is the area of medical functions, which are optional for the card holders. Both areas consist of two steps. (CW Haarfeld 2010)

The implementation of the e-health card in Germany begins with the implementation of the administrative functions. Therefore, in the first step of the implementation of the e-health card information about the insurance agreement and the necessity of additional payments will be stored. The data will be stored on the e-health card and can be updated for example during every consultation of a medical doctor through an online process. In addition, this first step includes data about the care provider, the personal information about the insurant as well as the lifelong valid insurance number. Furthermore, private insurance companies can also add information about the scope of services, which a private insurant can utilize during a stay in hospital. (CW Haarfeld 2010)

Finally, the first step of the administrative area includes an insurance-coverage for the insurants within the European Union. But the requirement here is that the appropriate countries have a social agreement among each other. The back side of the e-health card is ideal as identity card for this European Health Insurance Card (EHIC). (European Commission 2010)

The following pictures show the front and the back of a German eHC.
The new e-health cards are equipped with this EHIC independent from the insurance company. Therefore, the “old” E-111-Formulars, which were used in the past during a stay abroad in another European country, are no longer required. (EU-Info Deutschland 2010) However, these EHICs are only applicable for insurants from a legal insurance, because private patients usually have insurance-protection worldwide. (Verband der privaten Krankenversicherung e.V. 2010, p. 10)

The second step of the administrative functions includes the electronic prescription (e-prescription), which is also compulsory for all involved actors of the German healthcare system. Based on this concept, it is possible to remove the nearly 700 million paper-based prescriptions and to process these transactions electronically. The proceeding looks like this: At first, the doctor has to look on the insurance data of the patient. Therefore, the doctor can use the eHC of the patient and can read all the essential data with a special reading device. When the patient needs some medicine, the doctor can store the data of the decreed medicine in electronically form (e-prescription) on the e-health card or on a special server. The necessary signature of the doctor will be generated electronically with the aid of an electronic health professional card (HPC). (gematik 2010a)

When a patient wants to redeem the electronic prescription in a pharmacy then the procedure goes the reverse direction. Firstly, the validity of the doctor’s signature will be checked. After the following presentation of the medicine through a pharmacist or another authorized staff member, the electronic prescription will become invalid and the data will be transmitted to the pharmacy’s data center. (gematik 2010a)

With the medical functions in step 3, the voluntary part begins for the insurants and their e-health card. This means nothing more than the insurants can decide for their own, if they want to use these additional functions or not. The main focus here is on the storage of personal health data from the insurants. Examples are the documentation of medicine, which an insurant has used or the storage of emergency data of the insurant in case of emergency. Through the medicine documentation it is possible to avoid interdependencies between the individual drugs. Furthermore, the emergency data should help the emergency doctor to medicate purposefully and effectively. For example, this could help the doctor to take allergy or chronic illness through the patient’s therapy into consideration. (gematik 2010b)

The fourth and final step includes among other things the electronic health record (EHR). With this EHR it is possible to have access to all the patient’s data. Thereby it is not important, if the data are stored at one place or at different places, because the patient’s data can be accepted, processed and attended centrally. (GVG 2004, p. 9)
3. Advantages and disadvantages of the e-health card

The implementation of the eHC implicates advantages and also disadvantages. At this point, it is essential to differentiate between the enrollees, service providers – here for example medical doctors and pharmacists – and cost units – here the health insurance companies.

The eHC will help the insurants to get a qualitative higher therapy. The reason is that the eHC makes data of patients faster available, which means that redundant examinations and administration of inappropriate drugs can be avoided. (gematik 2010c)

Another advantage for the enrollees is that with the storage of the health data they will receive a better overview of their health status and thus their personal responsibility will be starched. (gematik 2010c). Moreover, the enrollees have great concern about their data and can therefore decide for their own, which medical data should be stored and which not. Based on the data protection and data security, the insurants can decide which doctor for example has access. In addition, the last fifty data accesses will be registered. (gematik 2010c)

The service providers have the advantage that they can get a fast and extensive overview of the patient’s status of health owing to the eHC. Through the documentation of the medical data redundant examinations can be avoided. Additionally, in case of an emergency the doctor can take all former examinations from other service providers into account of their diagnosis. (gematik 2010d)

Furthermore, the service providers have the advantage that they can save time thanks to their optimized workflow. This time can be brought in the patient’s examination and therapy. (gematik 2010d)

For the cost units, which are the health insurance companies, the eHC also brings a lot of advantages. For example, due to the reduction of redundant examinations the health insurance companies can realize cost savings. The documentation of the medicine avoid on the one hand that the patient will be examined with inadequate medicine and on the other hand this fact also results in cost savings for the health insurance companies. (gematik 2010e) As mentioned before, service providers write over 700 million prescriptions annually. Approximately 90% of all prescriptions can be imputed to the legal insurants, who will exclusively use the electronic prescription. (Monetos 2010) In addition, some of the 8.6 million private insurants will also use this e-prescription. (PKV 2009) Based on these facts, approximately 500 million Euros can be saved every year. (Scheer 2009, p. 5)

Finally, the fact that the eHC is definitely assignable to the card holder is also an advantage for the health insurance companies. The reason is that unauthorized usage of medical services through a third party can be avoided. (gematik 2010e)

The disadvantages, which are occurring through the implementation of the e-health card in Germany, can be summarized under the point of very high implementation costs of approximately 1.7 billion Euros and 150 million Euros running costs each year. (Scheer 2009, p. 5)

4. Data protection and data security related to the German e-health card

Based on the implementation of the eHC, the medical care of the patients is believed to become better. However, it should keep clearly in mind that the data protection and the data security have to be guaranteed, because the necessary data are personal data of the patient.
Paragraph 291a SGB V includes precise guidelines, how the access to the individual patient data has to be arranged. These rules were developed together with the federal commissioner for data security and were regulated by law. (gematik 2010f)

The goal of the paragraph 291a SGB V is that a very high security and protection in connection with the sensitive data of the patient and a maximum transparency for the patient can be guaranteed. For this reason, only data are allowed to be saved, which provide the medical care. (BMG 2010) Every patient, who will agree to the storage of personal medical data, will have a personal data security container, which is locked and strictly secured. Only the patients have the highness about their data. This means that the patient can decide for himself, in which amount his personal health data are allowed to be stored. This means that the patient can also decide at anytime when these data have to be deleted. Additionally, it is possible to restrict the access to these personal data and information to only selected doctors. (BMG 2010) This can be done at an electronic kiosk (e-kiosk), which will be discussed in section 5.

The data access will be realized with the two-key-principle. This means that the access to the personal data container needs two keys. One key holds the doctor or pharmacist, which is the already mentioned electronic health professional card (HPC). But this key alone does not allow an access to the data container of the patient. Only together with the second key, which is nothing more than the eHC with the personal PIN of the patient, allows the access to the patient’s data container. (gematik 2010g, p. 7) Exceptions to this two-card-principle are for example the electronic prescriptions and the record of emergency data, because here the personal PIN of the patient is not necessary to get access to the data container. (BMG 2010)

An additional security attribute is that the last fifty accesses to the eHC will be registered and stored on this e-health card. (gematik 2010g, p. 17) Furthermore, the misuse of the eHC through a third party will be prosecuted criminally. In paragraph 307 SGB V the regulations for fines were enhanced, while paragraph 307a SGB V creates new elements of an offense in connection with the e-health card.

Because it is essential that all the requirements of the data security and protection will be included in the definition of the telematics infrastructure, the federal ministry – Bundesministerium für Gesundheit – has to approve all agreements of the autonomy, which refer to the e-health card. (BMG 2010)

5. Electronic kiosks (e-kiosks)

Section 4 mentioned that the insurants respectively the patients have the highness about their personal medical data. But this can only be achieved, if the health insurance companies will install such e-kiosk terminals all over the country. A definition from the Gesellschaft für Telematikanwendungen der Gesundheitskarte mbH for an electronic kiosk (e-kiosk) is that an e-kiosk is a primary system for the maintenance of applications and data through an insurant. (gematik 2006a, p. 22)

With the usage of an e-kiosk, the insurant can, for example, remove electronic prescriptions and administrate access rights for doctors. Furthermore, these terminals should allow the patient to activate or deactivate the voluntary applications and to read the emergency data. (gematik 2006b, p. 81-83)
The technical specifications and requirements for a barrier-free e-kiosk are not determined so far and the e-health card is at this time in the test stage. (gematik 2006b, p. 81-83) The following chapter 5.1 will show the actual situation in Germany with disabled people and will mention general ideas, how e-kiosks can be barrier-free.

5.1 Specification for barrier-free e-kiosk terminals

Based on the information of the German Federal Statistical Office (Statistische Bundesamt), Germany had in the year 2007 6.9 million seriously disabled persons, which were 153,000 people more than in year 2005. This means that every twelfth inhabitant, which is 8.4% of the total population, was seriously disabled. Serious disabled are persons, if they have a degree of disability of at least 50%. (Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland 2008)

Most frequently, with 64%, these seriously adapted persons had physical disabilities. 24% of these people were handicapped because of their viscera. 14% were constrained in their movements because of restricted leg and arm functions and 13% because of their backbone and body. 5% were blind or had a visual impairment. 4% were adversely affected by hardness of hearing, disturbance of equilibrium or speech disorder. 10% were mentally and 9% were cerebral disordered. For the rest of the people the disability were not reported. (Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland 2008)

The BGG – Behindertengleichstellungsgesetz regulates the equalization of disabled persons. Paragraph 4 BGG especially defines the phrase barrier-free. Based on this, barrier-free is guaranteed when disabled persons can use the application or facility in a general common manner, without specific difficulty. Furthermore, these facilities have to be accessible and usable in principle unassisted.

Because of above mentioned information, it is essential now to have a look on e-kiosks and to develop specifications, which guarantee a barrier-free usage of the eHC and all the included functions. Because the specifications for e-kiosks are not defined through the gematik mbH so far, this paper will be oriented on comparable solutions used for ATMs or other self service terminals. There exists a list of requirements for barrier-free self service terminals, which was defined by the senate department for integration, labor and social affairs in Berlin. (Senatsverwaltung für Inneres in Berlin 2008)

As mentioned above, 24% of the 6.9 million disabled persons in Germany were handicapped because of their viscera. This fact has no consequence for the specifications and requirements of an e-kiosk, because they have no problems with the usage of these terminals.

However, 14% of all the disabled persons in Germany were constrained in their movements because of their restricted leg and arm functions. This is really a problem, because these people cannot use an e-kiosk in a usual way. For example, if these people need a wheelchair, the e-kiosk has to be adjustable in height, because when they sit in a wheelchair the standardized height of a terminal is not achievable for them. Furthermore, these height adjustments should be as easy as possible. Therefore, it is advisable to control this electronically with the aid of a switch. This switch should be placed in a position, where also people with a wheelchair can push them.

Based on the facts above, 13% of all handicapped persons had problems with their backbones and bodies. Here it is also essential, that e-kiosks are height adjustable, because these people need to stand upright. Furthermore, these terminals need a place of deposit, where these people can lay down their bags or their other baggage.
As published by the Statistische Bundesamt Deutschland, 5% of the 6.9 million handicapped persons in Germany were blind or had a visual impairment. Therefore, e-kiosks should have a telephone receiver. The computer will read the insurant’s medical data and will reproduce this data to the patient by synthetic voice. Additionally, it is also essential that e-kiosks will have acoustic warning signals, a Braille keyboard and a Braille computer software, which will recognize this font and will translate this into standard text. Furthermore, the insurant should have the possibility to change the size of the font according to his visual impairment. But all these measurements create a conflict related to the data security and the data protection, because people, who are blind or have a visual impairment cannot prevent the situation, that a third person will see or listen to their data. For this reason, it is necessary that e-kiosks will be isolated in special prepared areas with enough space in the surrounding area.

For the 4% of the handicapped persons, who were adversely affected by hardness of hearing, disturbance of equilibrium or speech disorder and the 10% and 9% of the disabled persons, who were mentally and cerebral disordered, are no adaptations necessary, because usually they can read the information on the display of the e-kiosk.

Another important group, who will have big problems with a classical e-kiosk, is the group of illiterates. In Germany live around 4 million illiterates, who have problems with reading and writing. (Doebert and Hubertus 2000, p. 8). For these people, telephone receivers are again the solution. These people will hear all the information they want by synthetic voice. An additional point for this target group is that e-kiosks need a speech recognition software. This software should record all the spoken information. Furthermore, this software should also manage the e-kiosk in the point that the e-kiosk will search for the requested information and will reproduce the data by synthetic voice.

Another idea is that personal adjustments will be stored. If an insurant inserts his eHC into the e-kiosk, his personal adjustments will be loaded and the e-kiosk will transpose his settings. This means that the e-kiosk will change the height automatically based on the preferences of the insurant.

Finally e-kiosks should have an integrated printer, where insurants can print the information they want.

5.2 Additional benefits achieved through an e-kiosk

An e-kiosk is more than a machine, which gives information. These terminals can also be used to attract insurants. When the insurants will come to the health insurance company and will have a look on their medical data, this situation can be used for further affairs.

For example, e-kiosks can be featured with an integrated camera, which will make cost-free pictures of the insurant and will store the pictures in a database. Because of the fact that the new eHC must have a picture of the insurant on the front, this feature could help to save money for both insurers and health insurance companies. Especially socially deprived people will benefit from such a solution and health insurance companies can reduce their administration effort. (TrustTerminal AG 2010)

The following picture shows such an e-kiosk terminal.
Another aspect is that e-kiosks can be used to give insurants information about for example the city, actual events and weather forecasts. Even such aspects could help to achieve a higher customer acceptance of these e-kiosks.

6. Conclusion

It is often useful to think about the “e” in e-health as having several meanings including (JMIR, 2003):

Efficiency – one of the promises of e-health is to increase efficiency in healthcare, thereby decreasing costs. One possible way of decreasing costs would be by avoiding duplicative or unnecessary diagnostic or therapeutic interventions, through enhanced communication possibilities between healthcare establishments, and through patient involvement. The Internet will naturally serve as a great enabler for achieving this e in e-health.

Enhancing quality of care – increasing efficiency; i.e., involves not only reducing costs, is not an end in and of itself but rather should be considered in conjunction with improving quality which should be one of the ultimate goals of e-health. A more educated consumer (as a result of the informational aspects of e-health) would then communicate more effectively with their primary care provider which will, in turn, lead to improved quality of care.

Evidence based – e-health interventions should be evidence-based in the sense that their effectiveness and efficiency should not be assumed but proven by rigorous scientific evaluation and support from case histories. Web accessible case repositories facilitate the timely accessibility of such evidence and thus help in the achieving of the necessary support of a diagnosis or treatment decision. The evidence-based medicine component of e-health is currently one of the most active e-health research domains, yet much work still needs to be done in this area.

Empowerment of consumers and patients – by making the knowledge bases of medicine and personal electronic records accessible to consumers over the Internet, e-health opens new avenues for patient-centered medicine, and enables patient education and thus increases the likelihood of informed and more satisfactory patient choice.

Education of physicians through online sources (continuing medical education) and consumers (health education, tailored preventive information for consumers) makes it easier for physicians as well as consumers to keep up to date with all the latest developments in the medical areas of their respective interests. This in turn is likely to have a positive impact on the quality of care vis-à-vis the use of the latest medical treatments and preventive protocols.
Extending the scope of healthcare beyond its conventional boundaries, in both a geographical sense as well as in a conceptual sense leads to enabling such techniques as telemedicine and virtual operating rooms, both of which are invaluable in providing healthcare services to places where it may otherwise be difficult or impossible to do.

Ethics – e-health involves new forms of patient-physician interaction and poses new challenges and threats to ethical issues such as online professional practice, informed consent, privacy and security issues. However, this is not an intrinsic feature of e-health but rather a feature of the Internet technology which is the foundation for all e-business initiatives, therefore, e-health along with e-government, e-insurance, e-banking, e-finance and e-retailing must all contend with these ethical issues. Given the nature of healthcare, these issues could be more magnified.

Equity – to make healthcare more equitable is one of the aims of quality identified by the American Institute of Medicine (Institute of Medicine, 2001) generally and is one of the promises of e-health. However, at the same time there is a considerable threat that e-health, if improperly implemented and used, may deepen the gap between the "haves" and "have-nots", hence the need for a robust framework to ensure the proper implementation of any e-health initiative. In particular, some of the key issues for equity revolve around broad access and familiarity with the technology.

The e-health card challenges many of these “e’s in particular equity so that able and disabled persons can use the system with similar ease a point that is particularly important given that Germany had 6.9 million seriously handicapped persons in year 2007 Other considerations include
empowering enrollees and ensuring the system is efficient and effective. This paper has shown that with the implementation of the e-health card, the healthcare sector and all the actors will be confronted with a lot of new functions, which are partly compulsive and partly voluntary. For example, the paper-based prescriptions can be replaced by electronic prescriptions. Furthermore, enrollees have the possibility to check their medical data centrally, because e-kiosk terminals allow insurants to have a look on all their consolidated data aggregated from different medical doctors.

In addition, because the patients’ medical data are very sensitive information, data security and data protection play an important role. Because of the fact, that the specifications and requirements for barrier-free e-kiosks are not developed so far, however Germany had 6.9 million seriously handicapped persons in year 2007, this paper has shown possibilities to adapt e-kiosk terminals to the needs of handicapped persons. We close by calling for more research in this area so that the ehealth card will be a complete success.
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